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Abstract 
The thesis investigates the wavelength dependent laser ablation in dielectric materials 

used for the fabrication of high density Printed Circuit Boards (PCBs) in the electronics 
industry. Here the market for consumer and industrial products of ever-rising 

complexity has led to a demand for increased miniaturisation and low costs of multi- 
level printed circuit boards (PCBs) interconnected by microvias, which electrically 

connect the various circuit layers. Laser machining offers a potential solution to this 

need. The main objective of the research is to investigate the wavelength-dependence 

of the laser machining/drilling efficiency of two important sets of PCB materials, 

categorised as Organics and Ceramics using a carbon dioxide laser which can be tuned 

across its emission spectrum in the 9pm -II pin spectral region.. The organics include 

commercially available electronic materials with trade names such as Kapton, Arlon, 

FR4 and RCC and the ceramics materials studied are alumina and low temperature co- 
fired ceramic (LTCC). The aim is to determine the optimum laser wavelength for 

maximum processing efficiency i. e. to find the wavelength where the laser parameters 

are best matched to the optical, thermal and mechanical properties of each of the 

materials. A C02 laser machining system was constructed which incorporated a novel 
laser source developed in the research programmes. The laser source was a MOPA 

system with a line-tuneable cw oscillator and a five pass power planar waveguide rf 
discharge-excited power operating in the so-called enhanced power regime to produce 

maximum peak power. An Acousto-optic modulator between the master oscillator and 
the amplifier allowed convenient control of pulse amplitude and duration. The system 

enabled the wavelength dependent studies on the wavelength and pulse energy 
dependence of the laser ablation properties (e. g. ablation threshold fluence and ablation 

rates) - to derive the so-called 'ablation spectrum' of the selected materials A 

comparison is made of the wavelength dependence of ablation with the room 
temperature absorption spectrum measured for each material using ellipsometry. It was 

observed that the 'ablation spectrum' information does not always appear to match the 

simple expectations derived from the room temperature 'absorption spectrum' of the 

material. This disparity in results is likely due to the change of absorption properties of 
material because of rise in temperature, chemical decomposition or melting of material 
during ablation. However, the room temperature absorption spectrum (while not 

adequate alone), did provide a useful guide to the selection of a sub-set of the 40+ lines 

that would otherwise have to be studied. The results may be of direct application in the 

electronics industry to increase the efficiency of laser machining. 
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Chapter 1 

Pulse laser processing of dielectric materials 

1.1 Introduction 

Description of a directed energy weapon was published almost one hundred years ago 

[1.1], yet the laser came into existence with Maimaon's publication in 1960, where 

the application involved laser interactions with solids leading to the ejection of 

particles. Laser ablation first appeared in the sixties with an archived account, where 

the ruby laser was used to vaporise and excite atoms from solid surfaces. This began 

the field of microprobe emission spectroscopy, which was the first real application 

area of laser ablation. Thereafter, came dozens of publications, which detailed the 

early experiments on laser ablation. Undoubtedly, the fastest growing applications 

were driven by the needs of the material sciences. Concurrently, the sophistication of 

electronics and computers vastly increased the drive for laser ablation in the area of 

micron and submicron structures and micromachining reached the new size regime 

and spawned the field of nanotechnology. Now laser ablation is successfully used in 

many applications in medicine, laser surgery, spectroscopy, electronics and in to 

computers and general manufacturing industry, as well as in the defence industry. 

The demand for increasingly complex consumer and industrial electronics products 
delivering high functionality and unprecedented miniaturisation at extremely low unit 

cost and short product cycle time from concept to market is placing severe demands 

on electronics packaging technology. Some of this pressure is transmitted through to 

the laser material processing industry and the current and anticipated demand for 

increased specification and efficiency in this area requires research to formulate the 

conditions for optimum process performance. 

Laser precision processing of materials is a laser assisted technological process for 

precise treatment, modification, and synthesis of materials in the domain of 

micrometer sizes. This area of laser technology has effective application in precision 

micro processing of small passive and active elements and components of 

microelectronics, optics, optoelectronic, and micromechanics. The application of 
laser micro technology is in various areas of the device building industry and when 
high precision, spatial resolution and reliability are required. Typical areas of laser 
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micro technology are micromachining of thin films, micro processing and 

modification of materials, laser micro patterning and laser assisted synthesis of 

polycomponent thin film systems. 

All laser micromachining techniques use the process of laser ablation, where the 

interaction of the laser energy with the sample leads to material removal. Therefore to 

increase the efficiency of laser precision processing of materials, it is imperative to 

understand the key parameters of laser and optimise these with respect to the material 

parameters in order to obtain efficient laser material/interaction. Laser ablation 

usually relies on the strong absorption of laser photons by the sample material, which 

means that the wavelength of the laser has to be chosen carefully for maximum 

absorption. This will help ensure a high-energy deposition in a small volume for 

rapid and complete ablation. The second parameter is short pulse duration to 

maximize peak power and to minimize thermal conduction to the surrounding work 

material. The third parameter is the pulse repetition rate. If the rate is too low, all of 

the energy which was not used for ablation will leave the ablation zone allowing 

cooling. If the residual heat can be retained, thus limiting the time for conduction, by 

a rapid pulse repetition rate, the ablation will be more efficient. More of the incident 

energy will go toward ablation and less will be lost to the surrounding work material 

and the environment. The fourth parameter is the beam quality. Beam quality is 

measured by the irradiance, the focussability, and the homogeneity. Further, if the 

beam is not of a controlled size, the ablation region may be larger than desired with 

excessive slope in the sidewalls. Hence, the motivation for the research is to obtain 
low cost technological equipment with unique capabilities of laser assisted 
technological methods. 

C02 lasers are frequently used in electronics manufacturing applications because of 
their ultra compact, sealed construction, excellent beam quality, pulsed operation at 
high repetition rates and ease of computer control. However, they are restricted to low 

pulse powers and long pulse duration, thus we intend to use new enhanced - pulse 

planar waveguide C02 laser for the machining of electronic PCB substrate materials. 
The literature reports a number of studies of laser processing of materials using the 

pulsed infrared IR C02 laser [1.2-1.6] but in spite of there previous laser drilling 

investigations, the relationship between process parameters (laser and material 
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characteristics) and final quality of hole to produce at high process rates is not well 

understood. Such an understanding can reduce the time spent on expensive trial and 

error methodology currently used to determine the correct process parameters for the 

desired applications of various materials. 

The investigation in the thesis would facilitate optimisation for laser/material 

interaction parameters, leading to more widespread and efficient usage of results. In 

addition, the work presented in this thesis analyses the complex physical process 

underlying the ablation phenomenon in materials to determine the relative depth of 

the understanding of the physics underpinning the mechanisms. 

1.2 Objectives of the Research 

The main objectives of the research are to optimise the efficiency of laser processing 

of selected PCB materials by matching the laser beam parameters (wavelengths, peak 

power, pulse durations and fluences) to the optical and thermal properties of the 

materials. In particular, the research focussed on two sets of substrate materials: 
Organics and Ceramics. The set of organic materials included commercially available 

materials with the trade names Kapton, Arlon, RCC (Resin Coated Copper) and FR4. 

Ceramics consisted of commercially available Alumina and LTCC samples from 

DuPont and Ferro Inc. 

The objective of the research work is to determine the laser wavelength and laser 

pulse conditions, which are optimum in terms of ablation machining efficiency for 

each material. This involved a determination of the absorption spectrum of each 
material in the relevant wavelength region (i. e. corresponding to the C02 laser 

emission spectrum). This is used as a guide to selecting the appropriate laser 

wavelengths to conduct the ablation experiments. The ablation efficiency was 
determined as a function of wavelength (in the chosen range) and later compared with 
the corresponding absorption spectrum. During the experiments, the ablation 
mechanisms are studied and reported as a function of fluence and wavelength. 

1.3 Layout of the thesis 
This thesis consists of seven chapters. Leading on from the introduction are two 

review chapters. Chapter 2 aims to familiarise the reader with the need of material 
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processing of dielectric materials for printed circuit boards. Many materials are 

available commercially for the manufacture of printed circuit boards but the materials 
investigated in this thesis are classified in two main categories based on their 

compositions. These groups are Organics and Ceramics and each category includes 

materials of trade names used in the electronic industry. Each material is discussed to 

familiarise the reader with the thermal, mechanical and optical properties, relevant to 

laser processing of material. Organics categorise materials with trade names such as 

kapton, arlon, and proprietary resin from resin-coated copper and FR4. The ceramics 

material studied are restricted to alumina and low temperature cofired ceramics. 

Further the chapter discusses microvias as an important technique for making 

connections in the board between different components on different layers and its 

significance to electronic industries and the methods with which these can be drilled 

in circuit boards. Techniques of drilling vias are categorised as 'conventional drilling 

and ablation drilling', where conventional technique include mechanical drilling and 

ablation consists of photo defined, plasma, and laser drilling. Each method has its 

advantage and disadvantages in terms of via shape, size, quality, and cost of the 

method. Laser drilling is emphasised for its advantages and ease of use for drilling 

vias compared to other methods. Finally, a brief discussion is presented on the lasers, 

which are available commercially for application of drilling holes in circuit board 

material. 

Chapter 3 discusses the physics underlying the laser/material interaction phenomena. 
Laser/material interaction produces significant changes to the surface morphology due 

to heating or ablation and the chapter discusses the dynamics of the interaction 

process detecting the key laser and material parameters. For surface modification or 

effective laser machining process, high absorption of the laser beam in the materials is 

required to heat, vaporise and ablate the material. Materials of varied compositions 

respond significantly differently with the same laser due to the underlying 

phenomenon of material interaction, which is a function of the laser and material 

Parameters. The C02 laser is reported to ablate thermally but the section summarises 

other types of ablation phenomenon relevant to understanding of the material 

response. In addition, attention is directed to the surface quality of the material after 
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ablation, to analyse the effect of IR radiation on the material in terms of quality finish 

after ablation. 

Chapter 4 describes the precision machining system used in the experiments described 

in Chapters 5 and 6. The overall system consists of a laser source, beam 

transformation and delivery system and a suitable mechanical translation system on 

which the substrate under investigation is mounted. The beam train also includes an 

acousto optic modulator to provide options of pulse duration, amplitude, and 

repetition rate. The laser source is a MOPA system consisting of a line-tuneable cw 
C02 laser and a multipass planar waveguide power amplifier which could be operated 
in the so-called "enhanced pulse mode" to achieve the necessary peak power to 

machine the materials. As a prelude to the material processing studies, the Chapter 

also presents the result of an investigation of the gain and power amplification 

characteristics of the MOPA format planar waveguide C02 laser amplifier system. 
Small signal gain measurements are presented and amplification in 5-pass 

configuration is reported for a range of operational conditions. 

Chapter 5 examines the experimental results for laser ablation drilling of organic 
materials, presenting experimental investigations of machining threshold in these 

materials as a function of wavelength, pulse length, and fluence. Efforts are made to 

correlate with the recorded absorption spectra of the materials measured by an IR 

ellipsometer. The ellipsometer is introduced and a brief discussion is made on the 

measurement technique for recording absorption spectrum of a given material. 
Finally, an ablation spectrum of each material is produced in the IR processing 
window, which leads to selection of optimal laser wavelength and process parameters 
that assures low machining threshold and low fluence for drilling holes in materials. 
A comparison of absorption and ablation spectra provides information on the 

wavelength absorption and spectral absorptivity of a material. 

Chapter 6 report the experimental results of the ablation in ceramics - alumina and 
LTCC samples. The pattern of the chapter follows that of Chapter 5. It starts with the 

measuring of spectral absorption of the material using the ellipsometer data, to 
distinguish the IR absorption window of the materials. Thereafter, ablation rate is 

measured as a function of fluence and pulse duration at key wavelengths, which 
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generates the ablation spectra of materials in the IR spectrum. The influence of 

wavelength, pulse length and fluence on ablation threshold is reported for each 

material. The chapter summarises with a discussion of the morphology of the drilled 

holes and comparison of ablation curves in both the samples of LTCC and comparison 

of LTCC with alumina. Based on experiments, ablation spectrum enables selection of 

the most appropriate wavelength for ablating the material with minimum laser 

fluence. 

Finally in Chapter 7, conclusions are drawn from the investigations of the ablation of 

these materials within the IR processing window based on the key factors like 

threshold of ablation, influence of the irradiation wavelength on the ablation process 

and substrate, pulse duration and fluence for drilling a via in material. Results lie in 

direct interest of electronic industry in laser applications. In addition, proposals are 

made for the future work. 

1.4 References 

[ 1.1] J. C. Miller, "History, Scope and Future of Laser Ablation", Laser ablation - 
Principles and Applications, pp. 1-9, Springer Series (1994) 

(1-21 R. E. Russo, "Laser Ablation, " Appl. Spectros. 49,14A (1995) 
[1.3] D. Bauerle, "Laser Processing and Chemistry" (Springer, 1996) 
(1.4] R. Srinivasan, "Ablation of polymethyl methacrylate films by pulsed (ns) 

ultraviolet and infrared (9.17 pm) lasers: A comparative study by ultrafast 
imaging" J. Appl. Phys. 73,2743 (1993) 

[1.5] P. E. Dyer, D. M. Kamakis, G. A. Oldershaw, G. C. Roberts, "TEA C02 laser 

ablation of Upilexpolyimide" J. Appl. Phys. 29,2554 (1996) 

[1.6] D. W. Zeng, K. C. Yung, "XPS investigation on Upilex-Spolyimide ablated by 

pulse TEA C02 laser, " Appl. Surf. Sci. 180,280 (2001) 
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Chapter 2 

Review of Laser processing of dielectric laminate materials for 

electronic applications 
2.0 Introduction 

This chapter presents a review of dielectric laminate materials used for printed circuit 
boards (PCBs) relevant to the electronic printed circuit board industry and the processing 
techniques of the boards for high volume. It begins with a discussion of modem printed 

circuit boards (PCB) dielectric laminate materials, their key optical/thermal properties 
and goes on to examine the role of microvias for high volume circuitry. Different 

methods of making microvias in these materials are also discussed with an emphasis on 
laser processing of microvias. 

New applications and products in the electronics industry are driven by increasingly 

sophisticated markets demanding light, portable systems with many more features and 
functions at low cost. These new features are provided by the relevant electronic 
components mounted on PCBs. A printed circuit board, or PCB, is a self-contained 
module of interconnected electronic components found in devices ranging from common 
beepers or pagers, and radios to sophisticated radar and computer systems. The circuits 
are formed by a thin layer of conducting material deposited or "printed" on the surface of 
an insulating board known as the substrate. Individual electronic components are placed 
on the surface of the substrate and soldered to the interconnecting circuits. The purpose 
of the PCB is to keep electronic components mounted in place and to provide electrical 
connections between them. A printed circuit board may have circuits that perform a 
single function, such as a signal amplifier, or multiple functions. As electronic systems 
have become more complex and require more components, the PCB has become more 
densely populated with components and inter-connects. The increasing demands for 

additional system functionality are forcing electronic packaging designers and 
manufacturers to generate new interconnection methods and technologies [2.1 ]. 

Printed circuit boards are classified either according to board formation techniques or 
board wiring standards. According to the printed circuit board formation technique, it is 
further classified as: rigid printed circuit boards or flexible printed circuit boards. 
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Industrial examples of rigid printed circuit boards are: the motherboard or a peripheral 

card of a computer, a communication product, such as a board of a mobile phone, or a 

board of a consumer product. A base material for flexible PCBs is an integral laminate 

composed of an insulating base film having high heat resistance and excellent electrical 

and mechanical characteristics and a metal foil bonded with an adhesive. Because the 

flexible printed circuit board has properties of lightness, thinness, size, ductility, 

flexibility and high wiring density, the flexible printed circuit board can be three- 

dimensionally wired and the shape of the flexible printed circuit board can be changed 

according to space limitations. The flexible printed circuit board is therefore typically 

applied in small products, such as notebook (NB), mobile phones, personal digital 

assistant (PDA) and information appliances (IA). A third category is multilayer printed 

circuit boards, which have a different thicknesses in each portion, is known as a rigid- 

flexible printed circuit board. The rigid-flexible printed circuit board is composed of a 

rigid board portion and a flexible board portion. A multilayer PCB provides a plurality of 

electrically conductive layers separated by insulating dielectric layers. 

Based on the number of board wiring circuit surfaces used, printed circuit boards are also 

classified as single-sided PCBs, double-sided PCBs and multi-layer PCBs. Most basic 

PCBs have components mounted on one side and a conductor pattern on the opposite side 

of board, hence the term single sided. The electrical characteristic of the printed circuit 
board used to physically mount and connect extra circuit components needs a larger 

capacity and therefore more complex circuit. Thus double sided boards are used which 
have conductor patterns on both sides of the boards [2.2]. The third type, a multi-layered 
board, has a substrate made up of layers of printed circuits separated by layers of 
insulation. The components on the surface connect down to the appropriate circuit layer. 

This greatly simplifies the circuit pattern. The configuration in which electronic circuit 

elements are located and the routing of conductor paths between the circuit elements 

establish the precise circuit pattern. Having two or more separate conductor patterns 

requires an electrical bridge or connection between the conductor patterns called a Via, 

which is a simple hole in the board that is filled or plated with metal and contacts the 

conductor pattern to set up the electrical connection. The use of vias in dielectric 
laminate materials is imperative because it reduces size and weight of the product and 
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improves the electrical performance of the system. However, the demand for dense 

circuits has pushed the board fabrication industry to re-examine techniques for creating 

smaller vias in denser patterns [2.3]. Many processes include revised methods of creating 

the holes such as mass etching, micro punching, laser drilling and new methods for 

additively creating dielectric holes using photosensitive dielectric materials. Overall, the 

best via formation techniques will be those that combine cost saving and flexibility with 

speed of mass via formation and reduction in consumable cost [2.4]. 

Previous studies [2.5] show that laser drilling offers some distinct advantages over 

conventional drilling methods in terms of speed, flexibility of operation as well as cost 

reduction. Lasers are not only non-contact tools, with no tool wear, but also can drill 

very small holes, where mechanical drilling may fail. Although, holes as small as 40ýttn 

can be produced with mechanical drills but this only applies to through holes. Moreover, 

lasers can provide high production rates as compared to other methods as is discussed in 

details in following sections. 

2.1 Base materials of Printed Circuit Board 

Printed circuit boards (PCBs) can be divided in to the following types: 
(1) Rigid boards that are widely used as single-sided, double-sided, or multilayer 

boards 

(2) Flexible and rigid-flex boards 

Over time PCBs have evolved from single-sided (all interconnections on one side) to 
double-sided and multi-layer boards to meet the demand of higher performance systems 
requiring higher packaging density and faster propagation speeds. Printed circuit boards 

are typically commercially available in the form of copper-clad laminates consisting of 
three principal components: a base or reinforcing material, a resin system or matrix and 
copper foil. Commonly employed base materials include paper, glass matte, woven glass 
cloth, quartz, and aramid material. In the typical process for manufacturing the laminated 
PCB, the base material is impregnated or coated with a resin. 
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According to Ritchey [2.1], two major applications define the selection of dielectric 

materials for printed circuit boards, namely RF analog and digital circuitry. The major 
difference between the two areas is in the complexity of the circuitry. From the 

standpoint of electronic circuit usage, the key laminate properties include the relative 
dielectric constant, glass transition temperature, loss tangent, dielectric breakdown 

voltage, and moisture absorption characteristics [2.6]. On the other hand, digital circuits 

are usually very complex and require multiple layers to accommodate them, which puts 

the priority on material characteristics such as case of lamination, ease of drilling and 

other processing steps. The need for many layers makes PCBs relatively thick and 

soldering or reworking these thick PCBs may put significant thermal stress on the vias 

and other plated-through holes on a PCB. As a result, the basic cost of the raw laminate 

as well as the processing cost places an additional demand on the choice of laminate 

materials to be used. 

From the wide variety of materials available in electronic industries for PCBs, several 
key materials that are listed in Table 2.1 have been chosen to study the basic 
laser/material interaction processes. Based on the type of mechanical reinforcement, the 
materials can be divided into two major classes -reinforced and non-reinforcements. 
Arlon and FR4 are examples of reinforced materials since they may be fabricated by 
including materials of different characteristics for example glass fibers and the rest come 
under non - reinforced materials. However, for convenience, materials have been 
divided in two major classes, on the basis of their compositions as - Organics and 
Ceramics. 

Table 2.1: Materials studied in the thesis, classified based on composition 

Categories of materials Trade names of materials 

Organics Arlon 
Polyimide-Kapton 
FR4 
RCC - Resin Coated Copper 

Ceramics Alumina 
LTCC - Low temperature co-fired ceramics 
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2.1.1 Organic materials 
(a) Polyimide-Kapton 

Polyimide is the generic term given to plastics of the 'imide' family. The engineering 

materials known as plastics are more correctly referred to as Polymers. This term comes 

from Greek word Poly, which means 'many' and meros, which means 'part. Polymers are 

substances composed of long chains repeating molecules (mers). In most cases the 

elemental carbon forms the backbone of the chain (an organic material). These long 

chains intertwine to form the bulk of the plastic. The nature by which the chains 

intertwine determine the plastic's macroscopic properties. 

Typically, the polymer chain orientations are random and give the plastic an amorphous 

structure. Amorphous plastics have good impact strength and toughness. Examples 

include acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene (ABS), styrene-acrylonitrile copolymer (SAN), 

polyvinyl chloride (PVC), polycarbonate (PC), and polystyrene (PS). If instead the 

Polymer chains take an orderly, densely packed arrangement, the plastic is said to be 

crYstalline. Such plastics share many properties with crystals, and typically will have 
lower elongation and flexibility than amorphous plastics. Examples of crystalline plastics 
include acetal, polyamide (PA; nylon), polyethylene (PE), polypropylene (PP), polyester 
(PET9 PBT), and polyphenylene sulphide (PPS). Polymers are basically classified as two 
types - Thermoplastic and Yhermoset polymers. Linear polymers that melt upon heating 

are called thermoplastic polymers whereas thermoset polymers do not melt upon heating 

and the capacity to make a 3-D structure is the characteristic of this type of polymers. In 

thermoplastics the polymer chains are only weakly bonded (van der Waals forces). The 

chains are free to slide past one another when sufficient thermal energy is applied. In 

addition many polymers soften on moderate temperatures, which are generally, not useful 
for high temperatures applications. 

Kapton is a thermoset plastic which is suitable for PCB applications due to its high 
dielectric strength and high resistance and high stability properties. Kapton is a 
trademark of the DuPont company is also known by its trade name vespel. It is a 
homogeneous and flexible material made of epoxy resin. Epoxy resin is a thermoset 
adhesive and has been in production since 1946. It is air curable, highly fillable, 
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possesses low shrinkage and low susceptibility to stress formation and has good adhesion 

to almost all materials. The key thermal properties of Kapton film of thickness of 25pm 

are listed in the Table 2.2. The Kapton film used in the thesis for experiments is 125pm 

thick and is commercial available. Kapton polyimide films are also called flex circuits 
industrially and are suitable for laser drilling since these retain their physical properties 

over a wide temperature range and of all its outstanding properties, it is best known for its 

ability to withstand heat. 

Table 2.2: Thermal Properties of Kaptong Type I OODN Film, 25pm (I mil) 

Thermal Conductivity, k 0.12 Wnf 'K7' 

Glass Transition Temperature, Tg 360-410'C 

Specific heat capacity, C. 1.09 Jkg"Ký' 

Density, p 1.42 gkmý 

(b) Organic material -Arlon 

Arlon is another example of composite of epoxy resin with reinforced non-woven aramid 
fibers in it. An aramid fibre is a generic name for a high-strength, flame-resistant 

synthetic fabric and is an organic fibre in the aromatic polyamide family. The epoxy 
shows good adhesion to maintain high tensile and vibrational strength. It possesses high 
heat resistance, high heat deformation resistance, and high chemical attack resistance. 
Selection of Arlon for any application is determined by its fibrillation Le. depending on 
aramid fibre length and degree of "hairiness" or fibrillation in substrate. The fibrils are 
slender fibers branching from a "parent" root, where the degree of branching influences 

the interlocking of these extremely strong fibers giving high degree of reinforcement to 
the cured film. Figure 2.1 illustrates the fibrillation of aramid in the arlon material. The 

unique and highly oriented structure creates fibers with extremely high tensile strength, 
six times stronger than steel on a pound for pound basis. The network of fibers rapidly 
disperses forces applied to the coating system thus improving flexural strength. 
Additions of aramid fibers have been shown to increase tensile and tear strengths by 
factors of up to five times. Wear resistance, which is related to toughness and tensile 

strength, is also improved several fold, thus making arlon a good PCB material. Laser 
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ablation of arlon observes different thresholds to aramid and resin. Aramid has high 

fluence threshold as compared to resin hence optical parameters that can ablate both 

materials equally generating clean holes is highly desirable industrially. Details of laser 

ablation of the Arlon will follow in Chapter Five. The key thermal properties of Arlon 

are listed in Table 2.3. 

Table 2.3: Thermal properties ofArlon 

Thermal diffusivity, K 1.73 x 10 -7 m2 s- 
I 

Glass Transition Temperature, Tg 275 T 

Density, p (aramid fibers) 1440 kg. M-3 

Density, p (resin) 1397 kg. M-3 

f IP 
15 

Figure 2. P Fibrillation oj'aramid in Arlonjilm 

(c) Epoxy Resin in resin coated copper (RCQ 
RCC - resin coated copper, is a dielectric laminate material used for built-UP multilayer 

circuitry. It consists of a uniquely engineered epoxy resin system coated to the copper in 

a cured/semi cured state [2.7]. RCC is commercially available both as single layer and 
double layered. A single layer RCC consists of a coating of resin on a copper layer 

whereas, a double layered RCC consists of resin/copper/resin configuration as is shown 
in Figure 2.2. The first coating layer of resin is called B stage resin and it is ftilly cured 
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high temperature epoxy, whereas second resin coating is C-stage, which is semi cured 

with high temperature epoxy. The function of the C- stage coating is to act like the 

dielectric, electrically insulating the outer layer copper from the adjacent conductive 

copper layer. The B- Stage coating acts as the adhesive to bond the copper foil to the 

inner layer [2.8]. In the present work we have used double layered RCC, for 

experimental investigations. Since the investigation of laser ablation is carried out only 
in cured resin, the sample was prepared accordingly to expose the resin layer. The 

surface copper layer is removed by etching in Ferric Chloride solution to expose the heat 

cured resin layer. This solution is heated with hot water and constantly agitated by 

shaking the solution to reduce the reaction time. The exposed resin layer is of 60prn 

thickness sitting on second layer of copper. The thickness of the exposed resin layer is 

60 microns, which still rests on the copper layer is shown in Figure 2.3. The thermal 

properties of the resin are listed in Table 2.4. 

Table 2.4: Thermal Properties ofproprietary resin of resin coated copper (RCC) 

Thermal diffusivity, r, 1.73 x 10-7 m2S-1 
Glass Transition Temperature, Tg 140'C 

Thermal conductivity, k 0.18 W nf' IC' 
Density, p 

-- 
1200 kg. m-' 

§P ecific heat capacity, C. 1050 J kg". K7' 
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COPPER LAYER 

B STAGE RESIN 

COPPER LAYER 

C-STAGE RESIN 

COPPER LAYER 

B-STAGE RESIN 

COPPER LAYER 

Figure 2.2: Single layered RCC on left and double layered RCC on right 

Figure 2.3: 60pm resin usedfor experimental investigation in RCC. Top layer of 
copper is etched off to expose resin layerfor experiments. 

(d) Glassfibre reinforced epoxy resin (FR4) 

FR4 is very common and typical board material used for electronic circuits [2.9]. FR4 

laminate is the usual base material from which plated-through-hole and multilayer printed 
circuit boards are constructed. "FR" means Flame Retardant, and type "4" indicates 

woven glass reinforced epoxy resin. The laminate is constructed from glass fabric 
impregnated with epoxy resin (known as 'ýpre-preg') and may or may not have the 

copper foil, which is commonly supplied in thicknesses of "half-ounce" (approx. 18 

microns) or "one-ounce" (approx. 35 microns). Foil is generally formed by 

electrodeposition ("ED Foil"), with one surface electrochemically roughened to promote 
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adhesion. A typical 1.6-mm rigid laminate is made by bonding together eight plies of 
heavyweight pre-preg, with half-ounce copper foil either side, in a hot hydraulic press. In 

the present thesis, FR4 without the copper foil has been used for the experiments. FR4 

laminate displays a reasonable compromise of mechanical, electrical, and thermal 

properties. Dimensional stability is influenced by construction and resin content. The 

glass transition temperature (Tg) of FR4, at which the resin changes from a glassy to a 

plastic state, ranges from 120'C to 180'C depending on resin chemistry. The continuous 
operating temperature for FR4 is typically 130'C, and it has a resin content of 

approximately 65% by weight. Also epoxy resin has lower melting and ablation 
temperature as compared to woven glass. Laser machining of this material requires 

accurate beam parameters to make vias through both materials (glass and resin) of 
different thresholds, and to ablate both materials simultaneously. FR4 is available in 

different forms, based on the woven glass types, thickness of the board, its colours; and 
tight tolerances in the woven grid of glass in the epoxy resin. Figure 2.4 illustrates 

example of FR4 substrate with standard glass woven in epoxy resin. Figure 2.4 (a) is the 

actual sample ground to expose glass weaved in resin whereas (b) is the standard glass 
weave in the substrate. Table 2.5 summarises thennal properties of FR4 with woven 
glass in its resin. 

Table 2.5: Yhermal Properties ofFR4 with glass 

Glass Transition Temperature, Tg 125 - 135 T 

Thermal conductivity, k 0.16 - 0.20 W m7' K7' 

Density, p 1938 kg. m-' 

Heat capacity, C. 1.703 x 10" J m-3. K7' 
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Figure 2.4: FR4 substrate with standard woven glass reinforced in epoxy resin (a) View 
of FR4 substrate with glass pattern of sample used in thesis (b) Glass woven 
patterns in FR4 substrate 
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2.1.2 Ceramic materials 
(a) Alumina 

Ceramic is a general term used to describe a broad range of materials that include enamel, 

concrete, cement, pottery, brick, porcelain, and chinaware. Ceramic can be either 

crystalline or amorphous, single-phase materials or mixtures of two or more discrete 

substances. One of the most distinctive features of ceramic is its resistance to being 

worked or shaped after it is fired. Alumina (, 41203) is a dielectric that presents an 

outstanding combination of low thermal and electric conductivity, high strength, low 

deformability, high wear resistance and chemical inertness. But alumina is difficult to 

machine due to the high contraction experienced during sintering process and is 

impossible to shape or drill accurately using conventional techniques. At high 

temperature, alumina is transformed from a solid state to liquid state, which is called 
Conindum. To achieve this phase transformation, in an electric arc, fusion at high 

temperature is performed followed by slow cooling. Thus, corundum represents a family 

of electro fused aluminas that is classified as follows: (a) "ite corundum ('ýpure " 

alumina), (b) Brown corundum (aluminas doped at 1.5% or 3% with 7710), (C) 

atuminium oxynitrides (AION). The experimental investigations in the thesis are carried 
out on white or pure alumina and its then-nal properties relevant for laser processing are 
listed in Table 2.6. 

Tahle 2-6- 77iprmnl nmnirthn nf Ahiminn 
Melting Point 2050'C 
Boiling Point 2977 T 

Density, p 3.984 kg. nj-. 3 

Thermal conductivity, k 33 W m"' IC' 
Specific heat, C, 755 J kj: r-IC' 

Latent heat of fusion 4800 kJ kg" 

Latent heat of Vaporisation 24700 kJ kg" 
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(b) Low temperature cofired ceramic (LTCQ 

Low temperature cofired ceramic (LTCC) materials can be defined as a multilayer circuit 

substrate that is fabricated by laminating single green sheets and firing them all together 

in one step a term for unfired tapes of ceramics. Green Tape is a trade name (of DuPont 

Company) with printed conductor lines on the surface on top of each other. Three 

technologies are used to make multilayer circuit substrate structures: 

a) Thick Film Multilaycr (TFM), 

b) High Temperature Cofired Ceramic (HTCC) 

C) Low Temperature Cofired Ceramic (LTCC). 

In TFM technology, a multilayer is processed serially i. e. layer by layer. Each layer is 

printed and fired separately at 850 - 1000 "C. In HTCC and LTCC technologies the 

process is carried out in a parallel way, where all foils are cofired in a single step building 

a multilayer structure. But the main difference between HTCC and LTCC is in the 

material of the foil and the firing temperatures. HTCC foils consist of alumina and are 
fired at 1600 - 1800 'C in a hydrogen atmosphere. Only tungsten and molybdenum can 
be used as conductor elements due to high firing temperature required for making HTCC 

foils. In contrast, LTCC foils are made from alumina filled glasses or glass ceramic 
material and the foils are cofired at 850 - 1000 T. Higher conductivity metals such as 

gold, silver or copper replace tungsten or molybdenum used in HTCC foils. 

Two types of LTCC are investigated in the thesis, (a) LTCC commercially available from 

DuPont Inc- Blue in colour and (b) LTCC, white in colour available commercially from 

Ferro Corporation. Table 2.7 lists the thermal properties of both types (DuPont and Ferro) 

LTCCs relevant for the laser ablation process. 

Table ZZ Thermal properties ofLTCC 

DuPont - Blue Ferro - white 
Boiling Point (Alumina) 2977 T 2977 T 

Density, p 3.1 g. cm7' 2.5 kg. M-3 

Thermal conductivity, k 3W m7l K7' 2W m7l K71 
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2.2 Microvias 

Vias of diameters less than 100pm are termed microvias and they have become a 

critically important capability both for printed circuit board and for fabrication of 

advanced integrated circuit packages [2.10 -2.12]. There are several types of vias that are 

drilled, based on the characteristics of the interconnection required in different printed 

circuit board architecture for varied applications. Figure 2.5 illustrates a cross section 

view of metalised microvias in industrial Resin coated copper RCC board. The set of 
important vias with brief descriptions are summarised in Figure 2.6. Microvia holes may 
be formed in a dielectric layer by several different methods, that include: Mechanical 

(punching and drilling), Laser (C02, YAG and excimer lasers), Photochemical (liquid or 
dry film resists) and Etching (wet or dry etching). 

The mechanical method is also often referred to as the as conventional technique. 
Mechanical manufactured holes by punching or drilling have several disadvantages, since 
the process is limited by minimal drill bit diameter, high spindle speed, the use of thinner 

materials and very small dimension of microvias in high density interconnects (HDI). 
The minimum hole diameter for volume production is around 2mm and requires the 

circuit board of consistent thickness, but the process is still limited by drill bit changes 
and breakage. The other techniques such as laser drilling and photochemical etching are 
called ablation techniques and offer several advantages for HDI [2.13]. 

Paste via technology is another category that is widely used to produce via 
interconnections for commercial applications. Two common technologies in this 

category are ALIVH 
TM 

(Any-Layer Interstitial Via Hole, a trademark of Matsushita 
TM 

Electric Industry, ) and 132it (Buried Bump Interconnection Technology, a trademark of 
Toshiba). 
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Figure 2.5: Examples of microvias, cross-sectioned o metalised microvias in industrial of 
RCC 
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BLIND VIA 

L 

BURIED VIA 

STACK VIA 

HOLE-PLUGGED VIA 

General term for via hole, 
which interconnects 
electrically outgoing from 
soldering or component 
side not completely up to 
the opposite outside layer. 

General term for a via hole, 
which does not contact the 
outside layers. 

A via which is formed by 
stacking one or more build-up 
Was on a build-up via and 
provides a interlayer 
connection between three or 
more conductive layers 

A plated-through via which is 
formed on the base of a build- 
up printed board and is filled 
with a filler in its interior 

Fig 2.6: Types of Micro Vias 
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a) Advantages ofMicrovias Technology 

Microvias offer several distinct advantages [2.15] over their mechanically produced 

counter-parts from both the aspect of physical features and electrical performance, 

including the following: 

a) Microvias within the substrate allow significantly increased packaging density for 

assembly with a reduced layer count, greater layout efficiency, and reduce PCB costs. 

b) PCBs with conventional through-hole fabrication technology have physical size 
limitations that cannot support parts with fine line geometry. Microvias are 

particularly significant here since they enable the incorporation of high density chip 

packages into the system. 

c) PCBs with microvias show better electrical performance and signal integrity due to 

their physical structure. As the diameter and length of microvias becomes smaller, 
both the inductance and capacitance decrease, resulting in a reduction in switching 

noise. 

d) RFI/ESD (Radio Frequency Interference/ Electrostatic Discharge) can be improved 
by effective grounding of a PCB. The microvias-in-pad implementation enables one 

to utilise more ground or space around the components and increases density of 
components in given space. 

e) Proven microvia technology yields higher reliability because of the significantly 
lower area aspect ratio (1: 1) due to its fabrication in one dielectric layer when 

compared to a larger drilled through-hole via having a much high aspect ratio (>I 0: 1). 

An example of conventionally drilled PCB and microvia drilled PCB is shown in Figure 
2.7. The picture on left illustrates an example of the conventional board with original 
through hole version and the picture on right is 'after' the PCB is microvia drilled in the 

same board that saves space and increases density of components in given area. 
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(a) (b) 

Fit-tire 2.7: Comparison of PCB with conventional through hole technique (a) and 
microvia drilled technique (b). 
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ZZI Conventional techniquefor drilling via 
2.2.1.1 Mechanicallyformedmicrovias 

Mechanical drilling has traditionally been the dominant technique for through-vias and 

large via diameters. Also it is the most cost-effective means of forming a blind via 

[2.14]. When the panels are drilled, the blind vias are formed by drilling only part way 

through the board and stopping. But, mechanical drilling is limited to via sizes larger 

than approximately 50um. Hence, special techniques are used to achieve depth 

controlled drilling of small via sizes. High-speed spindles are combined with different 

kinds of depth sensors. For example extremely precise blind via formation can be 

achieved with Electric Field Sensing (EFS). EFS is based on a simple antenna theory 

where the pressure is monitored with a low power microwave field. The drill bit is used 

as an antenna to sense this field and monitor the output signal. The drop of the signal 

indicates the drill bit touching a metal surface such as a copper surface of the board. 

From this "ZERO" position, the bit drills with an accuracy of I Sum into the board. While 

the costs are low for large via diameters, but they rise significantly for smaller via 
diameters, since the drill bits become more expensive and have to be replaced more 
frequently. There is a significant increase in costs when going down to via diameters of 
100 urn and even more for via diameters down to 50um. Another unattractive feature of 

mechanical method is isotropic drilling of holes. The walls of mechanically drilled holes 

are vertical (straight up and down), making them less desirable for the subsequent plating 

operations. 

ZZ2 Ablation techniquesfor drilling via 
ZZZ1 Photo defined microvias 
Photoimaging techniques have the advantage of forming large number of microvias 

simultaneously using technology based upon conventional light exposure via a mask, 
developing, and plating process [2.16]. After exposure with an appropriate light source, 
the developing process selectively removes the dielectric material creating a via. 
Photoimaging has been widely used for microvia formation since IBM produced the first 

microvia boards for its ThinkPad computers in 1990 using processes that incorporated 

either liquid or dry film photoimagiable dielectric. One limitation of this technique is 

that microvias with 125 ýttn and 100 prn diameters are typical, microvias as small as 75 
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ýtm are possible, but smaller than this dimension is not practical which is essentially 

required for high density interconnect in PCBs. Also a new mask is required for any 

changes in design for making microvias, which further adds to the cost the process. 

ZZZ2 Plasma etched microvias 
The plasma technique can be used to make many microvias simultaneously, using print- 

and-etch steps by creating a via mask and then the plasma etches away dielectric 

material. Plasma etching can produce microvias with diameters smaller than 100ýtm on 

thick polyimide substrates, but the capital equipment costs associated with the process is 

extremely high. Also plasma etch is an expensive process to maintain, especially in 

regard to chemical waste treatments and the cost of consurnables. Furthermore, it takes 

significant amount of time to develop new processes that consistently yield reliable 

microvias, though the advantage of plasma technology is higher reliability and reported 

yield is of 98 percent in microvias formation. This technique finds niche uses in medical 

and avionics applications. But this technique is not popular in volume productions also 

the major limitations lies in vias diameter which is restricted to 75gm. 

ZZZ3 An overview of laser drilling of microvias 
Laser drilling is essentially a laser induced material removal process, in which less than 

100 ýtm vias are drilled in materials, by coupling laser light into the material. When the 

laser pulse strikes the work piece, due to absorption rapid heating occurs that leads to 

melting and vaporisation resulting in removal of material. This material removal process 
is also termed as laser ablation. 

Laser ablation dates back to the 1980's when Srinivasan and co-workers at IBM [2.17] 

reported ablation of PET (polyethylene terephthalate) at low fluences with the 193nm 

ArF laser. This pioneering work demonstrated the possibility of unprecedented 

resolution and at the mechanistic level, an interesting new laser - material interaction 

phenomenon that Srinivasan termed "ablative photodecomposition" [2.18]. Since that 

time ablation of materials has been developed over the years, for example during the 

1980's by Srinivasan [2.19,2.20]and Yeh [2.21], Srinivasan and Braren [2.22] and 
Lazare and Granier [2.23] and in the early 1990's by Dyer [2.24] and more recently Yabe 
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[2.25] has provided an overview of the broad spectrum of scientific applications of laser 

ablation and processing, covering material removal, surface modification and film 

deposition [2.26]. 

Laser drilling of microvias is a straightforward and inexpensive process compared to 

conventional and other ablation techniques. The capital equipment costs are far less and 
because a laser is a non-contact tool, there is no expensive hard tooling to replace, as in 

mechanical drilling. Furthermore, many lasers like modem sealed off C02 and UV-diode 

pumped solid state (DPSS) lasers are of low cost maintenance, minimise downtime and 

maximise productivity. Due to all these advantages over other methods, lasers compete 

with other available techniques for drilling microvias [2.27,2.28]. Lasers are classified 

primarily by their wavelength and power outputs. The nature of laser emission, for 

example, the wavelength, fluence (measured in joules per square centimeter), peak 

power, pulse width, and pulse rate, is different, and therefore different processing and 
quality is achieved depending on the type of materials considered for ablation. 
Therefore, drilling applications may require different types of lasers that optimise drilling 

speed, via hole size, quality, hence there are options available such as excimer, solid state 
[2.29-2.38] and IR carbon dioxide (C02) [2.28-2.33,2.39-2.45] lasers. In the IR spectral 
range (9 - 11 gm), the two types commonly used C02 laser systems are the Sealed RF 
Excited C02 and the TEA C02 laser. Both offer high productivity and low cost. The IR 
C02 laser has long wavelength and has natural tendency to be reflected by metallic 
material, especially copper, therefore these are excellent for drilling non metallic 
materials especially organic polymers [2.46 - 2.47]. 

a) C02 Laser 

The C02 lasers oscillate at wavelengths between 9 and 10ýtrn and are advantageous for 
drilling dielectric PCB materials due to their high absorption in this wavelength region. 
Industrially there are many types Of C02 lasers used to drill microvias, but a few basic 
types are discussed in this section. As an example, TEA C02 lasers are capable of high 

peak powers to a few MW and pulse rates to 600 Hz. To maintain these parameters the 
system is required to circulate the gas mixture. The other disadvantage is the low quality 
of the laser, which cannot be focussed to a small spot, therefore conformal masks are 
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used to project image of the mask on the surface to be drilled. However, the conformal 

mask method has the problem of higher costs and limitation of resolution in both via and 

circuits. 

Q-switched RF excited C02 laser drilling of PCBs such as RCC and FR4 was 
investigated where the laser can emit pulse lengths of 80 ns, and peak power of 40kW in 

an initial gain spike followed by a 5gs pulse tail of power <lkW at repetition rates of 
lOOkHz in a burst pulse mode. The high repetition rates of the lasers are advantageous 
for mass production. However, Q-switchedC02 laser is not capable of drilling copper 
due to the initial gain switch spike and the short duration of the high peak power spike 

which induces plasma screening. In general, Q- switchedC02 laser systems are 

expensive with low average power (-50W) hence their use in industry is limited. 

Sealed design RF excited slab waveguide C02 lasers are of high beam quality (M2 -1-1), 
have high average power of approximately 100 W and require low maintenance. The 

laser is low cost and can run continuously for 25,000 hours without requiring 

maintenance. These lasers can be pulsed to frequencies of up to 10 kHz with pulse 

energies ýMmj. Due to 50 - 100ýts rise times of the pulses requires an external 

modulation, for example an AOM is used in our system, described in Chapter 4, to 

shorten the pulse duration. [2.48]. 

b) UVLasers 

Diode pumped solid state (DPSS) lasers consist of one or more diode laser arrays to 

continuously pump a rod of Nd: YAG, Nd: YLF or Nd: YV04. The fundamental output 

wavelength of Nd: YAG lasers is in the near-infrared (IR) at 1.064ýLm. Nd: YAG lasers 

can be frequency converted to shorter wavelengths by the inclusion of non-linear 

polarisation crystals. The frequency doubling, tripling and quadrupling emits 532run, 

355mn and 266nm respectively. Both metals and organic materials have far more 

absorptivity in the UV hence making these lasers more attractive option for laser drilling 

copper. Frequency doubling to 532nin takes advantage of lower reflectivity of copper 

and high absorption coefficient. A further advantage of using UV lasers is the different 

ablation mechanism called the 'cold' photo ablation or more appropriately called photo 
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chemical ablation. The high energy UV photons break molecular bonds directly at the 

surface layer of many non-metals resulting in the production of smooth edges and a 

minimal heat affected zone. 

Excimer lasers are also available that can produce short wavelengths in the UV region 
dependent on the noble gas halogen mixture employed, such as ArF (193mn) and KrF 

(248mn) and XeCl (308mn). Excimer laser can produce high quality holes and highly 

accurate ablation features due to photo chemical ablation mechanism. However, the poor 

beam quality results in excimer lasers being used with projection masks, so their 

throughput does not depend on via count as it does for Nd: YAG and C02 lasers. 

Nevertheless, the requirement of multiple pulses at low repetition rates with the high 

running costs, size restrictions of the mask and the missing capability of ablating metals 

have led to the superior speed and lower cost Of C02 and Nd: YAG lasers dominating 

microvia laser drilling [2.49]. 

C) Techniquesfor laser via drilling 
Another major advantage of the use lasers is the capacity to ablate material with high 

spatial resolution so as to achieve the desired feature sizes. However, there are many 
issues that need to be addressed in connection with the production of high quality holes 
by laser drilling. These issues include the production of recast layers that may cause 

cracks, the taper of the drilled hole may be too large, the shape of the hole may not be 

satisfactory, high aspect ratios are difficult to achieve, and redeposition around the hole 

might need post processing etc. 

There are four basic techniques [2.50] for laser production of holes, as is illustrated in 

Figure 2.8: 

(a) Single Pulse drilling 

(b) Percussion drilling 

(c) Trepanning 

(d) Helical drilling 
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Figure 2.8: Different techniques of drilling a via by laser 
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In percussion drilling the laser pulse duration is short and is sequentially allowed to fall 

on the material. This helps reduce the melt of the material. Trepanning is the standard 

technique for large holes e. g. 500 ýtm holes in turbine blades. It is essentially a 

percussion drilling process followed by a cutting procedure. The application of 

nanosecond pulses to trepanning can increase the quality of the hole. Helical drilling 

makes use of the breaking up of the process into a multitude of ablation steps in order to 

enhance the accuracy. In contrast to trepanning, the helical drilling reaches the 

breakthrough only after many turns of spiral describing the path of the ablation front. 

While penetrating the work piece, the focal position, and the pulse energy and to some 

extent helix radius energy can be varied. In addition to rotationally symmetrical holes, it 

is also possible to generate geometrically complex holes using an appropriate processing 

energy. 

2.3 Summary 

The aim of this chapter has been to discuss the key dielectric materials used for electronic 

applications in printed circuit boards and high-density circuits. The dielectric materials 

that are investigated in the thesis include both organic and ceramic materials. The 

organics group include tradý names materials such as Arlon, Kapton FR4, and RCC- 

While in the ceramics, materials such as alumina and Low temperature cofircd ceramics- 
LTCC have been investigated. Their compositions and key properties are discussed in 

the context of laser processing requirement. Modem PCB, require the use of Microvias 

to enable the build up of complex high-density circuits for applications such as mobile 

phone etc. PCBs for such application demand multiple high quality connections between 

the components on PCB. Therefore, a brief introduction to microvias is provided with 

emphasisc on the types of microvias and various processes of drilling a microvia 
industrially. The various processes for drilling microvias are discussed under 
conventional and ablation techniques and comparisons are made between the two 
techniques. It is also important to emphasise the industrial advantages of microvias in 

general and especially on laser drilling of microvias. The application is especially 
advantageous in the shrinking world of technology that requires high density component 
in small ground area of printed circuit board. The skill of drilling microvias requires vias 
to be drilled of certain sizes, quality etc as per the application of the PCB. Hence, 
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different techniques like trepanning, percussion, helical and single pulse drilling are 

discussed. To generate high quality holes it is necessary to optimise the laser and 

material parameters. Therefore, the next chapter investigates the underlying physics of 

laser ablation technique to understand the basic science in order to optimise the laser and 

material parameters for efficient drilling of microvias. 
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Chapter 3 

Basics of laser material interaction 

3.0 Introduction 

Considerable previous work has been reported [3.1-3.6] in the literature where lasers are 

used for a range of different applications based upon the interaction of a laser beam with 

the surface of a material. Such interactions may produce significant changes to the 

surface morphology, for example due to heating or ablation, resulting in surface 

modification or material removal. The details of the effects produced depend on the 

dynamics of the laser/material interaction, so that a complete analysis of the interaction 

process requires information on both the parameters of the laser beam and on the thermal, 

mechanical, and other properties of the material being irradiated. 

The previous chapter emphasised on microvias and different techniques of making vias 

with laser. In this chapter, basic physics underpinning the laser ablation is outlined in 

order to provide the necessary background to understand the basic process and to enable 
where possible, the experiments described in Chapters 5 and 6 to be interpreted 

quantitatively. The analysis considers the key parameters describing the incident laser 

beam and the optical, thermal and mechanical aspects of the interaction with the 

substrate. The chapter starts with an analysis of the incident beam on substrate, which is 

partly absorbed and partly reflected at the surface. This absorbed beam may produce 
temperature gradients in the substrate, thereby leading to melting or vaporisation of 

substrate material and plasma formation. 

3.1 Laser material interaction 

3.1.1 Reflection andAbsorption 

When laser light is incident on a material the light may be reflected, transmitted or 
absorbed and in reality, all three processes occur to some degree as illustrated in Figure 
3.1. In order to achieve effective laser machining, it is highly desirable that the material 
absorbs a large fraction of the laser light, so that in general reflected and transmitted light 
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Incident beam 
z direction Reflected beam 

Transmitted beam 

Figure. 3.1: Reflection, absorption and transmission of a laser beam incident normal at 
the material. 
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represents a loss to the laser machining process. In practice for most cases (negligible 

transmission) the reflection and absorption of the incident light are related by: 

A=I-R 

where R is the reflectance and A is the absorptance by the material. The reflectance is 

given as the ratio between the reflected and incident intensity. In the case of normal 

angles of incidence of a light beam on a flat substrate surface in air R can be written in 

tenns of well-known Fresnel expression [3.4] 

R 
(n 

- 1) 2 
+kJ2 

(3.2) (n + 1)2 + kiF 

where, n is the real part of the refractive index, ki, is the imaginary part of the refractive 
index, also called the extinction coefficient. The electric field, E, and magnetic field, H, 

are given by following expressions [3.1 ] 

E= Eoe 1(2=/. t-at) (3.3) 

He 1(2=/A-am) (3.4) 

where z is the depth of light absorbed in the substrate, A is the wavelength of incident 
light, w is the angular frequency. The energy flux per unit area or intensity, I, of the 

wave is given by the following expression: 

I= JE x HI = EOI-Ioe i(ftlA-2ol) (3.5) 

J(Z) = Joel(4=1A-2om) (3.6) 

where 10 is the intensity of the incident laser beam. Now, the absorption coefficient a is 
defined as: 

I L9I (3.7) 
I az 

and that becomes: 
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4Rk (3.8) 
A 

Now, including the reflection loss at the surface (I-R) in equation (3.6) modifies 

expression to give: 

(I - R)Ioe-' (3.9) 

This is called Beer's law, which defines the variation of the intensity of light within the 

substrate, I(z), with depth into the material, z, where in general the absorption coefficient, 

a is a function of wavelength, a (A). 

3.1.2 Absorption coefficient 

As is obvious from equation (3.8), high absorption coefficient is associated with a high 

value of the imaginary part of the refractive index and high reflectivity is obtained for 

large values of the real part of the refractive index. The optical response of the material 

when laser irradiated is determined by the variation of the optical properties, n, and ki, 

with wavelength. Hence, the values for these parameters are obtained from equations 
(3.2) and (3.8) are important to calculate the magnitude of the absorbed light. The 

absorption coefficient of many materials varies widely with wavelengths and the 

examples of this are plotted in absorption spectra of materials investigated in Chapters 5 

and 6. The significance of this statement is that the laser wavelengths that operate closest 

to the maximum in absorption of a given material are preferred. For example, the laser 

used in the thesis can be operated at multiple wavelengths, emitting more than 40 lines in 

the wavelength region 9-11 pm corresponding to the C02 molecular emission spectrum, 
details of which are given in Chapter 4. Not all wavelengths are high absorbed by the 

material hence; wavelengths were selected that had high absorption coefficient to 

perform the experiments. Details of wavelength selection are given in Chapter 5. 

The absorption properties of materials are also highly temperature dependent. In general 

this statement is true for dielectrics, and a higher bulk temperature will result in fewer 

photons being required to excite electrons. This phenomenon is also very well observed 
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in the ablation experiments performed with dielectric materials, details of which will 
follow in Chapter 5 and 6, where the removal rate of materials is observed to increase 

non - linearly at higher fluences. 

3.1.3 Temperature distribution in the material 

The fraction of the beam that is absorbed in the substrate provides thermal energy to the 

substrate, which is transferred to greater depths in the bulk of material by then-nal 

diffusion. This transfer of energy generates a thermal gradient in the bulk of the material, 

thereby increasing the temperature of the part of the substrate. At a microscopic level, 

the absorbed laser light provides energy to bound electrons, as excitation energy, to free 

electrons as kinetic energy and lattice vibration produces phonons, leading to random 

motion of the excited particles. This degrades the localised primary excitation energy 
into thermal energy. The thermal energy is then equipartitioned via several energy 

transfer mechanisms involved, with characteristic time constants and different energy 

relaxation channels. When laser energy is converted to heat, the increase in temperature 
AT is given using the energy balance equation [3.1 ]: 

E, = pCAT (3.10) 

where p is the density and C is the specific heat and the product of both is called the 

volume specific heat. Using equation (3.10), in equation (3.9), the temperature rise is 

calculated as: 

AT = 
(I - R)aFe-' 

PC 

where F is the fluence of laser pulse J/cm2. This equation is frequently used in 

experiments in Chapters 5 and 6 to obtain the temperature rise in the material and to 
determine the onset of ablation. The characteristic length over which the heat penetrates 
in the material for a given laser pulse duration, is called the Depth ofHeat Penetration or 
diffusion length that is given as: 

D= , r4--Kr (3.12) 
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where, D is the depth of heat penetration, K is the diffusivity of materials, r is the pulse 
duration. The optical absorption length L or penetration depth of light intensity in the 

material is given as L= Ila. 

It is important to discuss here the parameter Sthat characterises the temperature profile in 

the substrate in the z-direction, along which the laser irradiates the substrate. This 

parameter is defined as the ratio between the diffusion length D and the optical 

absorption length L given as: 

D VK-r 
9= 

L= Ila a --, 
rKTr 

This is a very crucial parameter for the study in the thesis. The importance of this 

parameter is that it exhibits the relation between the fluence and corresponding increase 

in temperature of the substrate. In most laser machining applications the temperature of 
the substrate should be kept in narrow limits to ensure desired results. This is also a 
function of absorption phenomenon and heat flow in the material. The temperature 
profile in substrate along which the laser irradiates the substrate distinguishes two cases, 
depending on the type of material [3.1 ]. 

(a) If L>>D, i. e. t5 (5<<I), this corresponds to an exponentially decaying temperature 

profile with characteristic length L in the substrate, illustrated in Figure 3.2. In this 

case, clearly the behaviour of a as a function of temperature or fluence is crucial. 
This condition is known as adiabatic condition and applies to materials with low 

conductivity like insulators e. g. polymers and glasses. Hence is applicable to 

materials such as Kapton, Arlon, FR4 and proprietary resin from RCC as will seen in 

Chapter 5. The temperature rise in the substrate can be calculated using equation 
(3.11). The temperature distribution in the material is one dimensional and lateral heat 
flow can be ignored. 
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Case 6<<l 

D 
I L>>D 

FigUre 3.2: Laser target heating corresponding to negligible heatflow in adiabatic 
condition 

Case S>A 

I L<<D 

FigUre3.3: Laser target heating in diffusive case where heatflow dominates 
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(b) If L<<D, i. e. in laser target heating 5>>I, then the absorption length is much smaller 

than thermal diffusion length. This is termed the diffusive case, where heat flow 

dominates in the substrate. The absorbed laser power is used to heat the layer of a 

small thickness of the substrate, which applies to case of metals as is illustrated in 

Figure 3.3. The propagation of heat in this condition can be considered three- 

dimensional. 

If the losses via heat conduction or diffusion are not too strong, then as the applied laser 

fluence increases the surface temperature may reach the melting point. In many cases, 

surface melting of the substrate results in surface deformations of the substrate as is the 

case with alumina and LTCC, which is described in Chapter 6. The thermal expansion of 

the material and the surface tension of the liquid formed by melting determine the final 

shape of the surface deformation. The laser induced phase transition from solid to liquid 

is utilised in many industrial applications such as surface hardening, surface alloying, 

welding etc. 

3.1.4 Vaporisation andplasmaformation 

When the laser intensity is high enough, it may induce material evaporation, a transition 
from the liquid state to the gas state i. e. vapours. The vapours may consist of clusters, 
ions, molecules and ions etc. The species that leave the surface of the material take away 
internal and kinetic energy. The species leaving the surface of material generate a recoil 

pressure on the substrate. In the presence of molten surface layer and laser beam 

irradiation, the recoil pressure may expel the liquid, details of which are mentioned later 

in the section. The ablated material may also generate a shock. With high fluence or for 

long pulse durations as is the case with C02 laser, the evaporated material may form a 

plume above the surface. High temperature and strong pressure gradients in the axial 
direction of vapour plume compared to corresponding gradients in the lateral direction 

causes the plume to have strong forward directionality. 

There are two modes of evaporation from melt under laser irradiation: 

a) Surface Evaporation 
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b) Volume Evaporation 

Surface evaporation is dominant in metal processing and occurs for intensities of 

typically :ý 109 W/cm2. This generally holds when the absorption length d' is small 

compared to the heat penetration depth D. Volume evaporation occurs for weakly 

absorbing materials. In this case, the laser heats the volume whereas evaporation cools 

the surface of material, but the temperature maxima develops within the material. This 

super heats the material and increases with the absorption length. It usually results in 

explosive removal of the superheated region before it is fully vaporised. Large change in 

the density causes violent expansion of the superheated liquid, hence causing vapour 

explosion. In this case, the heating is fast enough that boiling of the liquid is avoided. 

Therefore, a third condition can occur when material absorbs strongly and slow 

evaporation takes place. It induces 'boiling' within a thin surface layer. This condition is 

also considered a limiting case of volume evaporation. Boiling requires significant 

superheating of the melt and pulses long enough to allow bubble nucleation. Melt 

ejection by boiling strongly depends on the absorption length 

If the laser light intensity is high enough to induce significant material vaporisation, a 
dense vapour plume above the surface consisting of clusters, molecules, atoms, ions, and 

electrons is formed. The vaporisation pressure builds up enough to overcome the surface 

tension of the surrounding molten layer, and hence cause the molten material to flow up 

the sidewalls and out of the entrance of the hole in the direction of the laser leading to 

melt ejection. The escaping vapours exert a large recoil force on the surrounding molten 

material ejecting it from the hole 

If the laser pulse duration -q is larger than (-q > tp) where tp is the time after which the 

laser - vapour plume interactions become relevant, screening of the incident laser light by 

absorption and scattering within the vapour plume diminishes the beam intensity that 

reaches the substrate. With increasing intensity, an increasing fraction of 

atoms/molecules become ionized when the vapour becomes substantially ionized, it is 

called plasma. With the formation of the plasma plume, the laser radiation is strongly 

absorbed and shields the substrate, which may hinder the drilling process by absorbing a 

significant proportion of the pulse energy. The plasma can expand and heat the surface 
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around the hole, causing unwanted surface damage. Thus in most drilling applications 

the beam parameters are selected to avoid plasma generation. When the laser intensity is 

increased, the plasma plume may expand in volume and its forward direction becomes 

more pronounced. If the intensity is even further increased, the plasma may decouple 

from the substrate and propagate towards the incident beam. Such plasma is called Laser 

- supported absorption wave (LSAW). If LSAW propagates towards the laser beam with 

subsonic velocity, it is termed as Laser-supported combustion wave (LSCW). The 

propagation velocity of this wave increases with laser light intensity and reaches the 

velocity of sound. The LSAW then propagates with supersonic velocity as is described 

as Laser-supported detonation waves (LSDW). 

3.1.5 Liquidphase expulsion 

Due to momentum conservation, the species evaporated from the surface causes a recoil 

pressure, which acts on the non-ablated material, which is of the order of saturated 

vapour pressure. With focused laser irradiation, the recoil pressure squeezes the liquid 

out of the irradiated spot, mainly near its edges. This is called liquid phase expulsion. 
The thickness of the molten layer decreases with increasing laser intensity, mainly due to 

the increase in recoil pressure. This is observed to occur at low laser power, whereas at 
high laser powers vaporisation dominates. 

A simple model to aid the concept is the so-called 'Piston' mechanism. The evaporating 

surface is visualised as a piston that exerts the pressure on the melt, squirting it out of the 

hole radially. The melt is treated as a non-viscous and incompressible fluid. However, 

the melt can be ejected out only when the radial pressure force overcomes the surface 

tension of the melt. Hence, this suggests a threshold for the melt ejection mechanism. 
This mechanism may be applied to explain the possible ablation process of organic resins 

and ceramics in Chapters 5 and 6 respectively. 

Industrially, a gas jet is used to expel the liquefied material from the surface of the 

substrate. The molten material accumulates near the bottom of the hole drilled on the 

substrate, due to surface tension, which retards the liquefied material from leaving the 

hole. The gas jet may be used to expel the liquid droplets or the liquid-phase expulsion 
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[3.4]. The liquid droplets ejected may recondense within the area being processed; 

thereby effecting the ablation of the material. 

3.2 Phenomenon of laser ablation 

Laser ablation is the term used to describe the phenomena involved in the removal of 

material from a surface by pulsed laser irradiation. Usually, the material must undergo a 

change of the fundamental state of aggregation and transforms into some volatile phase 

e. g. a stream of particles, a gas or plasma [3.1-3.6]. Laser ablation may be described in 

terms of the underlying mechanisms involved in removing the material. Hence, ablation 

may be classified as 

(a) Photothennal ablation 

(b) Photochemical ablation 

(c) Photophysical ablatiom 

3-Z1 Photothermal ablation 

Photothennal ablation is a heating and vaporisation process and is generally 

accomplished by using a laser that operates in the visible or infrared (IR) spectrum, 
between 500 and 10,600nm [3.2,3.3,3.19,3.20]. There are two possibilities of ablation 

of material. 

1) Ablation due to Vaporisation: The laser irradiation is absorbed by material and on 

microscopic level excites the material. The excitation energy is instantaneously 

transformed to heat that increases the temperature of substrate and hence changes 

the optical properties of material. The temperature rise can result in (thermal) 

material ablation (vaporisation) with or without surface melting. 

2) Explosive type ablation: This is another channel which may induce ablation. The 

temperature rise can induce stresses, which can be so high that explosive - type 

ablation, or, thin films on thick substrates, can "pop-off. " Stresses also change the 

optical properties of the material and thereby influence the laser induced 

temperature rise. Refined heating models as those described in [3.21] and [3.22] 
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are often used to estimate the temperature rise produced at the surface of a material 

with absorption coefficient a when it is exposed at the experimentally determined 

threshold fluence Fh. In this way, it is found that typically T. >- 800 - 1000 K at 

threshold of a polymer and under this relatively extreme condition, material can be 

expected to undergo rapid thermolysis i. e. decomposition of material due to thermal 

energy. 

3.2.2 Photochemical ablation 

If the photon energy is high enough, laser light excitation can result in direct bond 

breaking, because of which, single atoms, molecules, clusters or fragments are removed 
from the surface. This process is seen with laser wavelengths in the UV spectrum below 

400nm [3.6-3.8]. Besides this direct effect, again an indirect channel may lead to 

photochemical ablation. Light induced defects for example, photochemically dissociate 

bonds and can build stress which result in (mechanical) ablation. Both these direct and 
indirect channels can take place, in principle, without change in surface temperature, 
hence for this reason this process is termed photochemical ablation and for this reason, 
the process is sometimes also referred to as "cold" ablation due to the avoidance of 

thermal damage. Energy absorbed in the bond breaking process restricts the temperature 

rise and the extent of thermal damage to the substrate [3.9]. The photochemical ablation 
is also termed as 'ablative photodecomposition in which decomposition reactions would 
take place mainly from electronically excited states and repulsive forces between species 

which would lead to their rapid expulsion from the surface of the material. In the 

literature, purely photochemical models of ablation have met with limited success in their 

application for analysing laser interactions either because they fail to confirm the 
dominance of a fluence rather than irradiance threshold [3.10] or because they lack 

quantified 'ablation thresholds' to compare with experiment [3.11]. Comparative studies 
of laser ablation of materials with IR and UV lasers show that IR laser ablation process 
has thermal ablation, whereas UV lasers show bond breaking and show dominance of 
photochemical ablation [3.12-3.18]. 
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3. Z3 Photophysical ablation 

Photophysical ablation is a process in which both thermal and non-thermal mechanisms 

contribute to the overall ablation rate. An example would be a system in which the 
lifetime of electronically excited species or of broken bonds is so long that species 
desorbs from the surface before the total excitation energy is dissipated into heat. The 

material removal process is enhanced by the temperature rise. Thermally or non- 
thermally generated defects, stresses and volume changes may again influence the overall 

process. Thermal ablation and photochemical ablation can be considered as limiting 

cases of Photophysical mechanism [3.4]. Figure 3.4 summarises different channels of 

pulsed laser ablation. However, different mechanisms included in the figure are by no 

means complete and additional mechanisms such as for example plasma formation may 
be involved. 

3.3 Ablation characterisation 
The key to efficient laser ablation is strong absorption in the target materials at the 
irradiated laser wavelength. An evaluation of the ablation characteristic of a material can 
be performed by measuring the depth of material removed or ablated from the surface of 
material by single laser pulse. This is called ablation rateperpulse, and is illustrated by 

the "typical" ablation curve as is shown in Figure 3.5. This curve is plotted by measuring 
the depth x of the ablated crater/hole produced by single shot/pulse of laser, measuring 
ablated hole's depth and plotting the depth versus applied axial fluence. Measurements 

of crater depth versus axial fluence for many materials yield the machining curves of 
characteristic shapes as in Figure 3.5. The ablation curve in general consists of three 

main sections. 

Where essentially no material removal occurs, also called the neutral section. The 
fluence is below the threshold for removing material. 

II Where the curve is nonlinear and signifies the onset of ablation. 

III Where the curve has a linear part that has a constant gradient. 
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FigUre 3.4: Mechanisms and channels involved in pulsed laser ablation. Ablation can be 
based on thermal activation only (left path), on direct bond breaking (right 
path) or on a combination of both i. e. Photophysical ablation (intermediate 
path) 
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This technique of ablation curve is sensitive and is used to determine depth removal of 

material from pulse to pulse [3.23]. 

Using the Beer's law for fluence 

F(x) = (I - R)Foe-' 

Using equation (3.11) 

(I - R)Fa 
pc(T, - To) 

(3.15) 

(I-R)Fa [F 
ccc = In = In (3.16) 

pc(Tt - To)] th 

The linear region of plot of ablated depth x per pulse can be fitted with the simple 

equation 

th 

1 ln[7F_] (3.17) 
a th 

where 

F, h = 
pc(T, -To) (3.18) 

a(l - R) 

where, Fm is threshold fluence at which the ablation is first observed, a is the absorption 

coefficient of the material at the laser wavelength. 

The important question is whether ablation exhibits a true physical threshold. The 

threshold concept was originally put forward as a convenient practical indication of the 
fluence at which significant material removal occurs, though it was recognized that some 
degree of ablation could occur below Fh [3.24]. Ceramics are good example of this 

observation in which there exists a melt or damage threshold within the neutral section of 
the ablation curve. This aspect of material desorption below the ablation threshold is 
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confirmed in various reports in which sensitive measurement techniques have been used 
to study removal in the vicinity of threshold. Hence, ablation below the threshold can be 

summed as the irradiation of the substrates with laser fluences below threshold, which 

may result in changes in surface morphology and structure on a microscopic level, the 

generation of defects and the depletion of one of the several components of the material. 
This is also referred to as the 'damage threshold' in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. The 

accuracy of such measurements depends on the experimental technique and on the extent 

of surface morphology changes due to roughening and the development of surface 
instabilities. 

The detailed investigation of the material damage, material removal threshold and effects 

of higher fluence on the material above threshold region of a material are incorporated in 

producing plots of ablation rate -fluence curves, which has become generally accepted 

as a consistent way of characterising a laser/material interaction. 

The method used for performing measurements of the optical surface damage affects the 

measured value of the threshold. The measured damage threshold can be influenced by: 

the laser pulse width and shape, the size of illuminated area, random variation from site 
to site in the surface uniformity and the number of laser pulses used. The laser pulse 
duration used is revealing since the optical damage threshold is specified as either the 
fluence or intensity at which damage is first observed. If the peak intensity of the laser 

pulse determines the threshold fluence, it would be linear with pulse duration and if the 
fluence were the determining factor, the threshold fluence would be independent of pulse 
duration. 

Damage fluences that vary sub - linearly with the pulse duration could result from a 

simple process like thermal diffusion, which can determine the maximum temperature 

reached in the absorbing region of the materials. The material properties that seem to 

correlate with the optical damage threshold are the refractive index: the higher the 

refractive index, the lower the damage threshold, where the refractive index is related 
with other properties such as the bandgap energy and enhancement of the local optical 
electric field around the defects as mentioned earlier in section (3.1.1). 
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3.3.1 The thresholdfluence 

It is found that distinct value of threshold fluence Fh must be exceeded for significant 

material removal to occur. This applies where broad range of laser wavelength spanning 

the long wavelength infrared [3.19,3.20] through to the vacuum ultraviolet (VUV). In 

some cases, it has been found, at least for a limited range of fluences above threshold, 

that the ablation rate obeys a form consistent with Beer's law [3.2 1] as shown in equation 

(3.17). The expression (3.18) was originally obtained from a fit to experimental curves 

and is only used to derive the ablation parameters, aýff and Fth here. This equation is not 

sensitive to the underlying ablation mechanisms, but used because more advanced 

models, which describes laser ablation very well with a photothermal mechanism, for 

example for polyimide [3.25] require knowledge of various material constants such as 

heat diffusivity, specific heat, heat of vaporization etc, which are not known for many 

polymers or dielectric materials. Laser ablation allows the controlled removal of the 

material and not simply one that can be thermally evaporated (i. e. these for which a 

conventionally surface limited evaporative process applies). Thus, laser ablation is 

known to be prompt, with material being expelled from the surface with a single shot of 

laser [3.26]. 

For finite absorption, Fh decreases with an increasing absorption coefficient, and a 
decrease in Fh is expected for thermal and non - thermal ablation mechanisms because 

the excitation energy will be localised within a smaller volume. Another characteristic 
feature is a decrease in Fth with pulse duration. With shorter pulse duration, the spatial 
dissipation of the excitation energy is reduced and FA is reached at lower fluences. This 

observation can be related to heat penetration depth or an increase in absorption 

coefficient due to multiphoton excitation. Thus, in first approximation, ablation should 

start always around the same "threshold temperature. " 

When F> Fth the depth of material subjected to a fluence exceeding Fth is ablated, thus 

carries away excess fluence (F- Fth). As a result thermal loading on the material remains 
clamped at FthA where A is the area of the beam. Experimental findings confirm the 

validity of this simple view [3.9,3 10]. 
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If heat loss from the absorption zone is negligible, the product aFm =H is a measure of 

the ablation enthalpy of the polymer, that is, the minimum volumetric energy density is 

needed to transform the initially cool solid to volatile products. H is found to be 

approximately a constant, independent of laser wavelength. Values close to H=3-4 

kJcm73 are obtained for non- char forming polymers under long pulse C02 laser exposure 

[3.3]. Under this condition it then follows that the ablation threshold is inversely 

proportional to the absorption coefficient 

F, 
h (3.19) 

H is ablation enthalpy and a is absorption coefficient. This form is consistent with the 

simple thermal models, provided differences in the beam penetration depth (d) do not 

significantly affect the heating - cooling cycle, so that the available thermal reaction time 

remains constant. 

3.3.2 Fluence above threshold 
In Figure 3.5, the linear region illustrated as section III of the curve is the region of 

fluence above threshold. In general, the absorbed energy density needed to produce 

ablation, can be expressed as the product of the threshold fluence Fh and the effective 

absorption coefficienta, which is approximately constant for a material. Thermal 

coupling experiments done using the pyroelectric calorimetric techniques or miniature 

thermocouples contacted to polymer films have revealed that in the sub threshold region 

essentially all absorbed IR laser energy appears as heat. Above threshold, the thermal 

loading tends to saturate, however, at a given value approximately AFh, where A is the 
irradiated area, because the ablation products carry away the excess energy. This 

behaviour is confirmed by the experiments carried out by various groups [3.2,3.27]. The 

surface temperature rise at threshold AT can be estimated using equation (3.11). 

With increasing fluence, the ablated material, forms a thin plume ahead of the ablated 

surface and retains the same absorption coefficient as the parent polymer [3.24] because 

of which the curve becomes constant and no finther increase in fluence raises the ablation 

of material. Various models have been attempted to explain the relation between the 
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ablation curves and the plume effect [3.21,3.29]. However, the most convincing 

explanation is that the ablation plume provides shielding of the underlying polymer and 

reduces the fluence at the substrate [3.22]. The absorption coefficient a is likely to be 

fluence dependent; it is possible for these ablation curves to move within these extremes, 
leading to relatively complex variation with fluence. Plume shielding has been studied 

and has been recognized as an important effect in variable pulse length experiments of 

ablation [3.26]. The plume consists of the variety of the complex structures in a polymer, 

which leaves the surface at high speeds. Analysis of the ablation products well reveals 
the insight of the processes involved, which has been studied by Srinivasan and Braren 

[3.10,3.12,3.13]. 

3.4 Process optimisation 

As is learned from the previous sections of laser material interaction, in order to optimise 

the processing of a given material with laser irradiation, four key parameters should be 

carefully selected. 

a) Laser Wavelength: Wavelength should be highly absorbed by the material to 

minimise the fluence required to ablate the material. In general, low depth of 

penetration is desirable. 

b) Pulse Duration: Heat Affected Zone (HAZ) is undesirable during drilling of 
dielectrics, hence largest allowable HAZ will be determined by the duration of the 

pulses. 

c) Pulse Energy: The optimum pulse energy is required to remove the material 
efficiently with fast production rates especially during percussion drilling. 

However, it is important to mention that the peak power of a pulse is also taken in 

consideration in order that the peak power density on the material is sufficiently 
large to cause a phase change in material, and hence ablate the material. 

d) Pulse Repetition Rate: Industrial mass production requires high processing speed 
to cut the production time and hence limit the production cost. This directly 

corresponds to the repetition rate of pulses on the material. C02 lasers are a 
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particularly attractive option for PCB drilling due to high repetition as compared 

to the other lasers industrially. In addition, dielectric materials have strong 

absorption in the IR spectrum in the 9-11 ýtm region, which makes high processing 

speeds viable. 

The laser parameters should be optimised with respect to the optical and thermal 

properties of the given material for efficient and cost effective machining of dielectrics. 

In general, the optical and thermal properties of materials including the optical 

absorption, thermal diffasivity, conductivity etc, determine the response of the material to 

laser irradiation. 

Now that the key parameters of both the laser and materials have been identified, 

appropriate selection of the parameter is necessary for optimum machining efficiently. 
These should be implied to understand the phenomenon of laser ablation of dielectric 

materials and in general. 

3.5 Introduction to ablation spectrum 
The idea of an "ablation spectrunf' is a novel concept introduced here probably for the 

first time. This approach provides information in two categories: 

(1) The ablation spectrum readily makes available information of the fluence required 
to achieve ablation threshold as a function of wavelength and the fluence required 
to drill a hole of certain depth, for example 30 [im, depth (see below) as applied for 

organic materials in Chapter 5. 

(2) The ablation spectrum can be readily compared to the absorption spectrum of the 

material, providing a comparison of the change in absorption coefficient of a 
material with wavelength and the change in material properties due to phase change 
( ablation) with wavelength. Similarly, ablation spectrum displays the information 

of change in absorption coefficient as a function of increasing fluence and changing 
material properties. 
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The above points are further explained via the example illustrated in Figure 3.6. The 

figure shows the ablation spectrum of polyimide - Kapton film used in the experiments 
described in Chapter 5. Figure 3.6 shows comparison of the ablation spectrum obtained 
from the experiments and the absorption spectrum, which was obtained from the 

ellipsometer measurements. Details of the measurement techniques and result analysis 

are made in Chapter 5. This example is quoted to signify the above made points. 

Ablation spectrum is demonstrated with two sets of fluence values for each wavelength. 

For example, 10.24 ýtrn has a fluence threshold of 1.3 J/cm2 and requires 18 J/cm2 to drill 

a 30 gm deep hole. Now comparing this wavelength with all the other wavelengths 

suggests a high value of the absorption coefficient. However, examination of the 

absorption spectrum shows that 10.24gm is not the highest absorbed wavelength in the 

spectrum, hence suggesting a possible deviation in the absorption coefficient from the 

room temperature value. Similarly, comparison can be readily done for all wavelengths 
hence suggesting relative ease of the result presenting format. 

3.6 Surface quality after ablation 
Following the termination of laser pulse irradiating the material, the cooling of the 

ablation site takes place by conduction of thermal energy into the underlying material 

bulk and this occurs on a timescale given by t= (4Kc? )-', where K is the then-nal 

diffusivity. Any radiation damage will clearly be limited to the depth of order of d'. 

This clearly shows distinct advantages in having a large absorption coefficientaý since 

this reduces the thermal loading on the material (Fh oc d). The initial depth d' heated 

to a high temperature is small, as is any radiation damage zone conduction cooling to the 

bulk material is fast, since t oc d2. However, in polyimide and ceramics, the surface after 

ablation is seen to have deposited particulates or resolidified melt/residues due to cooling. 
This reduces the surface quality after machining and poses a big problem for high quality 

machining of material. For example in polyimide ablation such particulates are seen 

scattered along the periphery of the drilled holes and are chemically found to be 

carbonised species of ablated material [3.10,3.13]. These particulate can also probably 
be formed by condensation of small fragments in the plume [3.14,3.301 or by secondary 

reactions with the ambient oxygen in cooling process [3.3 1 ]. Redeposition apparently 
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occurs because ablation leads to formation of a density cavity in the plume, which on 

cooling causes a net flow of material, including particulates, back to the surface [3.32]. 

Industrially, redeposition of the ablation product is a common problem and is not only 

associated with the magnitude of ablating materials like polymers, glasses and ceramics 

but also the processing environment (gas, vacuum), ablation fluence and the wavelength. 

Therefore, gas dynamic models have been developed which relate plume expansion to the 

redeposited debris patterns [3.14,3.30], and the potential benefit for using gas jets have 

been explored. Lasers can also be used for removal of deposited material without 

causing an effect on the already ablated feature on the material surface [3.33]. However, 

industrially it is important to avoid redeposition of such particulates hence various 

methods like electrostated collection of the ablated material [3.13] and control of 

redeposition using flowing gases [3.34] have also been employed to generate clean 

surface quality of materials. 

3.7 Summary 

This chapter summarises the underlying physics in the laser material interaction, which 

provides necessary background for the quantitative analysis of the experimental chapters 

ahead. The basic characteristics of IR heat treatment to the material surface have been 

discussed. The interaction mechanisms between the laser pulse and the material and the 

dependencies on the parameters of laser beam and physical, chemical properties of the 

material. Laser parameters are wavelength, pulse duration, pulse energy and repetition 

rate that are identified to be optimised with material parameters for efficient laser 

ablation. The material is characterised by its chemical composition and microstructure. 
Conventionally, the IR laser light when irradiated on material is absorbed which can 

excite free electrons in metals, vibrations in insulator and both in semiconductors. The 

excitation energy is dissipated as heat, consequently, the laser beam acts as a heat source 

and induces a temperature rise on surface and within the bulk of the material. The 

temperature distribution is determined by optical and thermal properties of the material 

and transformation energies for melting, boiling etc. When the intensity is high enough, 
it causes material vaporisation. A vapour plume above the material surface is formed. 

With increasing intensity, the number of species within the plume increases and 
interactions between laser light and plume dominates, that may cause plasma. Because of 
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the non linearity in this interaction, small changes in laser properties may cause strong 

changes in processing results. Therefore, a process optimisation is required to avoid this 

condition. Melt can be expelled without being vaporised but by recoil pressure of the 

vapour hence described as liquid phase expulsion. Either of these mechanisms results in 

laser ablation. The mechanism of ablation varies with wavelengths, hence three 

phenomena: photothermal, photochemical and photophysical are discussed. If laser 

processing is thermally activated, it is described by temperature and hence is 

photothermal ablation as is dominant in C02 laser processing. The latter phenomenon is 

relevant only if phase changes or chemical reaction take place. 

For quantitative analysis and optimisation of the laser ablation process, the ablation curve 

or the ablation rate is conventionally used for comparison. This is plotted as ablation 
depth as a function of axial fluence. The regimes of fluences below, at and above the 

threshold value are discussed and linked with relative changes in material properties. The 

idea of the ablation spectrum has been introduced, which is a plot of wavelength- 
dependent ablation in the 9-10 ýtrn spectral region. This analysis is important to assess a 
direct comparison with absorption spectrum of material. This technique is of significance 
in Chapters 5 and 6 to determine the effect of wavelength and absorption in a given 

material. Though it is important to optimise the process for efficient ablation, it is also 
important to ensure the quality of the surface after ablation, which adds significantly to 

the cost effectiveness of an industrial process. Therefore, the causes of reasons for debris 

deposition and possible removal techniques are discussed in the last section. 
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Chapter 4 

Laser processing system 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes the machining station developed for C02 laser ablation 

experiments on selected PCB materials which are mentioned in Chapter 2. The laser 

ablation experiments aim to investigate the optimum regime of ablating the material 

in terms of laser and material parameters. Therefore, there exists a need for a system 

that produces enough peak power to ablate the dielectric materials to be investigated 

and which has tuneability in the 9-11 pm IR spectral range. It also needs a degree of 

flexibility in selection of pulse duration with the capability to operate in a stable 

fashion while permitting control over all these features in almost real time. Therefore, 

a system should be able to deliver the following set of parameters in a defined range 

for some, which is configured to be essential for the experiments with chosen PCB 

materials: 

Parameters 
Wavclength 

Fluence (F) 

Value range 
9-11 ýlm 
1_50 j/Cm 2 

Pulse dumtion (T) 1-100 ps 
Peak power (P) 10-100 w 

Repetition rate (PRF) 5 kHz 

Near diffraction limited beam quality 

C021asers that emit in 9-11 gra are available commercially either DC or RF excited or 
pulsed mode as TEA lasers (Transverse Excited Atmospheric). Commercial, C02 

lasers provide good beam quality, high average power, high repetition rate pulsing 
from about I OOW to 4 kW [4.1 ] but are limited to pulse duration above - 100 ps at 
kHz repetition rates. The C02 TEA lasers readily produce shorter pulse durations of 
0.1-2.0 ps pulses with very high peak power levels, but at low pulse repetition rates 

and usually with poor beam quality. Since, hole drilling in circuit boards requires a 
combination of shorter pulses and higher peak power and line tuneability to access the 

wavelengths of strong material absorption than offered by current commercial 
technology. At this time there is no such system available commercially that provides 
the necessary features of variability of laser parameters to be utilised for ablation 
experiments of dielectric materials. 
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It is necessary therefore to consider the development of a custom-designed flexible 

system to provide the beam properties required for the ablation experiments. The 

approach selected was a MOPA (Master Oscillator Power Amplifier) configuration, 
based on a line tuneable CW C02 laser as master oscillator and a multipass waveguide 

power amplifier operated in "enhanced peale'mode. The latter has been designated as 
USP (ultra super pulse) mode [4.2-4.4]. This approach also provided flexibility in 

pulse format by utilising an acousto-optic modulator (AOM) to be incorporated in the 

system to provide control of the pulse duration and repetition rate at the input to the 

amplifier stage. The waveguide power amplifier used a five-pass configuration that 

provided significant power gain across the relevant spectrum. 

To oPtimise the system efficiency, an optical beam transfer system was designed to 

provide efficient beam coupling to the fundamental mode of the waveguide amplifier. 
Another set of optics was used to circularise the beam at the exit of the amplifier and 

relay it to the machining station and focus on the sample. The machining station had 

manually controlled X-Y translation stages to position the sample for ablation 

experiments. The machining station provided the spatio-temporal synchronisation 
between arbitrary position of laser spot and firing time of laser to accurately spatially 

resolve the crater ablated on the PCB materials. It also included the flexibility to 

incorporate devices used to monitor and characterise the beam in real time at all 

stages of its travel on the breadboard. The block and functional diagram of designed 

and built MOPA system is depicted in Figure 4.1. Each component of the machining 

system is explained in detail in the next section. 

4.2 Overall system design 

4. ZI Master oscillator and beam alignment 

A commercial cw tuneable low power C02 laser (Edinburgh Instruments Ltd Model 
PL2-L) was used as an oscillator in the MOPA system. The tuning spectral range is 

9.1 to 10.9 [im, , emitting more than 40 lines over this range. The laser has a 
manually-controlled diffraction grating for line selection and a piezoelectric 
transducer mounted output coupler for fine control of the cavity length. 
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Figure 4.1: Block and functional diagram of machining system with tuneable 
oscillator high gain amplifier system AOMfor pulse slicing and beam 
launching and circularising optics with machining station. 
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The resonator is mounted on an invar rod frame to ensure a high degree of passive 

stability. The laser is water-cooled and the inner walls of the laser tube are specially 

profiled to suppress off axis oscillations and to ensure that the lowest order transverse 

mode dominates. The laser beam is vertically polarised and excellent power and 
frequency stability exists. However, for the experiments described here, the oscillator 

was physically rotated by 90' to match preferential polarisation of the planar 

waveguide amplifier. The oscillator produces a (fundamental Gaussian) mode with a 

measured spot size of 3mm. and measured M2 = I. I. The maximum output power is 

up to 6watts at peak lines of the emission spectrum of the C02 molecule as shown in 

Figure 4.2. This was measured by placing a spectrum analyser perpendicular to the 

oscillator to monitor the emission line of the oscillator as shown in Figure 4.1. A 

replaceable mirror was mounted to relay the beam from the oscillator to the spectrum 

analyser for line detection and taken off from the path of the beam to allow it to fall 

on power meter for power measurements. 

4. Z2 Acousto optic modulator 
To obtain suitable laser pulses from the cw operating mode of the oscillator, an 
acousto-optic-modulator (AOM - IntraAction Corp. Model 40 series) was 
incorporated in the system that slices the pulses of desired durations. It also controls 
the peak power. The AOM consists of a water-cooled germanium crystal with IR 

antireflective coating for the wavelength range of 9-llgm. The upper limit for the 
incident power is SW/mný or 50W with a beam diameter of 5mm limited by the 

optical aperture, to prevent the onset of thermal lens or runaway effects in the 

germanium modulator crystal. It uses a 30-50 MHz RIF drive and analogue/digital 
attenuation control with 40W maximum average input power. The AOM apart from 

providing pulse duration and peak power control also helps to keep the beam in the 

system aligned when passing from one wavelength to another. Every wavelength that 
is selected to pass through the AOM has different angle of deflection from the 
incident beam. This misaligns the system, hence AOM drive frequency has to be 

compensated respectively to keep the diffraction angle constant thereby aligning the 
beam again in the system. The amount of laser light diffracted to the first order beam 
depends on the amplitude of the acoustic waves or RIF control signal to the AOM. 
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This is also called the diffraction efficiency which is the percentage of input light 

power that is diffracted into the desired beam at a specified RF power driving the 

AOM. The measured value for the AOM used was 81%. The optimum AOM angular 

position or Bragg angle OB as defined by equation (4.1) depends onf (RF drive), A 

(wavelength) and speed of sound in crystal [4.5] 

sin OB= Af 
2v, 

(4.1) 

To further ensure the beam alignment in the system, a He-Ne laser probe beam was 

aligned collinearly to the oscillator beam that traced the optical path of oscillator 
beam on the breadboard. When the oscillator was tuned to different emission lines, a 

phosphorous screen with a UV lamp was used to detect and align the infrared spot of 
the divergent first order beam from zero order beam exiting AOM, thereby facilitating 

the alignment process. The AOM slices the pulses in durations of 5-100ps and has 

200ns of rise and decay time. Figure 4.3 shows the experimental set-up for pulse 

slicing using an AOM. Figure 4.4 shows the synchronisation and timing chart of the 
laser beam triggered from the oscillator, which is synchronised with the AOM and 

amplifier RF drive signals resulting in the laser pulse out of the AOM. This laser 

beam after amplification demonstrates the gain. The amplified beam is sliced to 

produce different pulse durations with time delay and pulse width adjustments. The 

pulses were made to originate by keeping the peak lobe of the maximum gain in the 

centre of each sliced pulse. 

4. Z3 Mode matching in waveguide and beam steering optics 
In our experiments, the concept of mode matching is used to efficiently launch the 
laser beam from free space into the waveguide of the amplifier. The waveguide 
supports a number of modes, depending on waveguide geometry and radiation 
wavelength. Therefore, the input beam is required to match the amplitude and phase 
profile of the fundamental waveguide mode, with minimum angular and beam offset 
errors so as to minimise the degree of power coupling to other waveguide modes. 
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Mode excitation and matching in a waveguide depends on many factors, such as 

quality of the optical components outside the waveguide, properties of the launched 

beam and launch conditions etc. For successful transfer of the beam from the 

oscillator to amplifier, the optical system is required to satisfy the requirement that the 

beam size from the oscillator is adjustable to match the mode of the amplifier, thereby 

maximising the excitation of the fundamental waveguide mode. The optimum mode 

matching condition [4.6] to a rectangular waveguide with a Gaussian beam input can 
be expressed as Wy = 0.69a, where a is the half electrode separation of the waveguide 

and W, should have low divergence to be able to fit five passes in the amplifier and is 

allowed to fall at the entrance of the waveguide. This allowed low truncation loss at 

the entrance of the amplifier waveguide. 

To relay the beam from the oscillator to the amplifier an optical system was designed, 

making use of the usual Gaussian beam and paraxial ABCD matrix techniques [4-7]. 

An astigmatic optical arrangement of one-mirror relay system as shown in Figure 4.1, 

maps the oscillator beam onto the amplifier-input plane. The system uses a single off- 

axis curved mirror, which provides two different focal lengths for vertical and 
horizontal axis of the beam, allowing the mode match in the waveguide direction and 

at the same time provide the low divergency in the lateral (free space) propagation 
direction as is shown in Figure 4.5. The focal lengths of the spherical mirror of 

radius, R in the plane of the tilt and normal to the plane of the tilt vary with the 

incident angle 0 as described below: 

Nonnal to the plane of tilt f= 
(R / 2) 

Cos 0 
(4.2) 

In the plane of the tilt fy = (R / 2)cos 0 (4.3) 

The advantage of using a single off-axis mirror is that it gives various degrees of 
freedom and beam parameters may be controlled using variable parameters: R, 0, 

oscillator to mirror distance, dj., (djý) and amplifier to mirror distance, d2., (d2y). Also 
the choice of the mirror radius of curvature R has been aimed at obtaining a system 
which will fit on a single optical table whilst allowing the space for beam diagnostics 
devices to be used between the oscillator and amplifier. 
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Figure 4.5: Mode matchingfor planar waveguide amplifier 
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A numerical calculation was made using MathCAD Plus 5.0 to find the miffor angle 

and distances from oscillator and amplifier to produce desired beam waists at the 

amplifier input and in the waveguide for the two orthogonal directions (x, y). Using 

the well-known ABCD law [4.7] the transformation of the beam is well designed 

through the optics. In the off-axis curved miffor system, the ABCD matrix is applied 
in sequence of free space-lens like media-free space and then on the curved miffor for 

two components of beam in waveguide and free space direction. The basic equation 

of the one miffor system [4.7] is applied to two orthogonal directions using 

appropriate focal length of off-axis curved miffor, spot size and beam quality. Results 

were produced after numerical scanning through values of the distances from the 

oscillator to miffor and miffor to amplifier, which produced the desired beam waists 
for the two orthogonal directions. 

Finally, after scanning through the values resulting from the calculations a one-mirror 

system of 2m-ROC was placed at a distance of 230cm from the oscillator and 77cm. 

from the amplifier. This spherical concave mirror was mounted on a vertical section 

of breadboard at an angle of 45' that relayed the beam to the folding flat mirror. This 

beam was further led into the waveguide of the amplifier by another flat mirror 
folding the beam horizontally, ensuring that no beam rotation would occur and 

without disturbing the pre-set angle of the mode-matching mirror as is shown in 

Figure 4.1. The astigmatic beam propagation is followed in the amplifier for five 

passes as indicated in Figure 4.5. 

The calculations suggest that the beam waist waveguide direction should be located at 
the entrance of the amplifier and the free space direction is located between the five 
bounces in the amplifier. At the waveguide entrance the beam spot size remains 3mm. 
in free space direction whereas it converges in the centre of the amplifier in the third 

pass to the minimum of 1.5mm. Thereafter, it expands constantly till it reaches the 
3mm spot size at the waveguide exit after 5 passes. Figure 4.5 shows that the beam 

waist for the vertical direction lies at the entrance of the amplifier, whereas the beam 

waist in horizontal direction lies inside the waveguide between second and third 
passes. In the vertical direction of the beam is waveguided during the beam 5-passes 
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propagation. The beam characteristics at the exit of the amplifier are the ones of the 

fundamental waveguide modes with a measured M2 of 1.1 [4.8,4.9]. 

4.3 Multipass IUSPI power amplifier system 
4.3.1 Basic concept 

The USP (ultra super pulse) power amplifier is a planar waveguide, five pass RF 

excited amplifier. This was built targeting the requirement of high peak power and 
high energy per pulse with shorter pulse durations, which is a major requirement for 

the hole drilling application in circuit boards. The term 'USP' was coined to 

distinguish 'ultra super pulse' lasers from 'ultra' and from 'super' pulse lasers. This is 

illustrated by Figure: 4.6. A super pulse has the duration of less than -I ps with one 

energy unit and spike :5 15 x cw level, whereas, an ultra pulse has duration of :5 100 

ps with 3 energy unit and spike : ý, 4x cw level. An ultra super pulse laser combines 

the parameters of super and ultra pulses such that it has pulse duration: 5 10ps , with 3 

energy unit and spike: 5 15 x cw level as is shown in Figure 4.6. 

This has been achieved by enhancing power capabilities of planar waveguide C02 

laser that delivered peak powers up to 30 times the power of a conventional planar 

waveguide laser with pulses <10ps that of the conventional existing systems. This 

work has already been reported by our research group [4.3] where powers up to 

3.5kW peak were achieved for pulses up to 10 ps and the mentioned technology is 

known as Ultra Super Pulse Laser (USP laser). The USP technology has shown the 

capability of operating at repetition rates as high as 20 kHz, at 20 % duty cycle. This 

characteristic gives the USP systems an advantage over the TEA lasers. Along with 
this characteristic, the USP technology has proven to be capable of delivering a beam 

with a beam quality M2<1.2 which is necessary for hole drilling applications. 

For a laser to operate in the USP regime, the main aspect is the ability to control and 
sustain a stable (x-type discharge, which is essential for efficient RF C02 laser 

operation. This can be achieved by correct combination of RF excitation frequency, 

gas pressure and composition and electrode separation [4.6]. 
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4.3.2 USP excitation concept 

As mentioned in the previous section, the USP power amplifier uses RF excitation to 

achieve a stable discharge gain medium between the large area parallel electrodes 

with the electric field direction transverse to the optical axis. Under USP conditions, 
RF discharges are stable over a relatively narrow range of operating conditions, which 

must be carefully chosen to achieve optimum conditions for the performance of the 

laser. Fundamentally, there are two different forms of stable RF discharges i. e. the a 

discharge and the y discharge. For C02 laser excitation only the a discharge is 

suitable, while the y discharge is highly undesirable. In a discharge, two distinct 

regions are observable from its appearance: the central plasma zone which provides 

the laser excitation and a pair of bright emission regions adjacent to each electrode, 

which contain high positive ion concentration referred to as 'sheath' zones. The 

sheath regions do not contribute directly to the molecular excitation process, though 

they are essential to the stabilisation of the discharge. Thus is advantageous to 

operate the discharge under conditions where the sheaths occupy a relatively small 
fraction of the total discharge volume. 

The desired stable a-type discharge is produced when the correct selection of RF 

excitation frequency is made along with other factors like gas pressure. The 

combination of RF energy and pulse rate that is applied to the discharge volume is 

limited by the gas heating, which causes gain and efficiency reduction, while the peak 

power is limited by discharge instabilities. The a to y transition results in severe loss 

of uniformity in the discharge, often followed by damage to the electrodes. Hence 

maintaining discharge stability and heating limits by adequate excitation frequency, 

allows laser operation at high power densities required for the USP operating regime 
before reaching the a-y transition point. This has been reported in [4.6], which is an 
extension of the capabilities of the planar waveguide C02 lasers. 

4.3.3 Amplifier construction 
The planar waveguide multipass amplifier module includes two aluminium metal 
electrodes, separated by 1.75 mm. and with drilled internal water cooling channels, 
giving active area of 44 x 360 mm: 2. It can be configured as either a single pass or 
multifold amplifier. The multipass amplifier has been configured to fit five passes of 
the laser beam without overlapping using two flat mirrors to fold the beam back and 
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forth as is shown in Figure 4.7. The electrodes are mounted within the rectangular 

aluminium vacuum vessel that contains a 40mm diameter invar rod, to which the 

folding mirrors are mounted independently of the main discharge structure. 
Antireflective coated zinc selenide windows are mounted on flanges at each end of 

the amplifier, to permit entry of the launched beam and for the exit of the amplified 
beam. The whole laser amplifier vessel is filled to the desired gas pressure, with a 

standard 3: 1: 1 mixture of helium, nitrogen, and C02 plus additional 5% xenon. The 

planar waveguide is driven by a 81 MHz RF generator, which is connected, to the 

laser head by a single 50-ohm coaxial cable, via a reactive impedance matching 

network. With optimised fill up of the active area five passes are enabled and the 

output beam lateral beam quality is measured to give four times net gain than the 

conventional laser. In addition, it operates in a pulsed-discharge mode, with a 

maximum pulse repetition rate of 10 kHz and maximum duty cycle of 20% producing 

-I OOW average output power if configured as an oscillator. 

4.3.4 Multipass propagation in the amplifier 
In the multipass amplifier system the folded beam paths and the beam spot sizes on 
the amplifier mirrors can be obtained using the ABCD matrix using appropriate 
dimensional offsets of the mirrors. The beam M2 is 1.2 for the input beam and if the 

lateral input beam spot size is set to 3mm., then with further calculations, the 5-pass 

optical beam folding system is easy to produce without beam overlap, while a 7-pass 

configuration is not possible since the self oscillations were too difficult to be 

avoided. 

In the 5-pass configuration, the shape of the exit beam was found to be similar, 
irrespective of whether the discharge was on or off. Lateral misalignment of the 
folding mirrors may produce imperfect exit beams and overlapping of the folded 
beam may cause interference fringes. No gain saturation effects were observed, 
indicating that the power levels were not enough to saturate the gain. 

There is a combination of losses in the launching and multifold beam path traversing 
which affect the output power of the amplifier after 5 passes. These losses are 
thought to be as follows: 
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(a) Launching loss: The diameter of the input beam was 1.5 mm. and the gap of 

electrodes was 1.75mm, hence, launching beam for the first pass had some low 

launching losses since input beam size was smaller than that for optimum 

coupling of fundamental mode. 
(b) Reflection loss: Reflection losses occur when the input beam after every pass is 

reflected from the gold coated folding mirrors of the amplifier. 
(c) Coupling Loss: Between the waveguide and free space sections the repeated 

coupling losses occur twice per round trip. 

(d) Waveguiding loss: The waveguiding losses occur depending on the material of 

the wall of waveguide and on the quality surface finish. 

The losses are quantified as: For an input power of 3W the transmission was 

measured to be 96% for one pass, 76% for 5 passes. These losses may be understood 

through a combination due to: Beam launching loss for the first pass, reflection losses 

of ý: I% per bounce from the gold-coated folding mirrors and repeated coupling losses 

occurring twice per round trip between the waveguide and the free space sections, 

which are estimated to be -2% per pass. With the mirrors used and gap of electrodes 

as 1.75mm, the equivalent distributed loss factor combining waveguide, coupling and 

reflection loss is of the order of -0.08nf 1, while the distributed loss factor for the 

single pass is of the order of -0.04tif 1, combining the truncation loss at the waveguide 

entrance. 

The calculations of the combination of the losses and equivalent distributed loss factor 

combining waveguide, coupling, reflection loss in five passes and distributed loss 
factor for a single pass has been calculated by Cao et al [4.6]. Power transmission 

measurements were also made for the beam traversing the planar waveguide amplifier 
with the specified folding mirrors. 

4.4 Gain measurements and wavelength power spectrum in amplifier 
The multi pass amplifier was designed keeping in mind the necessity for a device 

capable of working in a pulsed mode that delivered net gain up to 33 times the input 

power of the oscillator, higher than the conventional existing systems. This section 
discusses the gain measurements of the system that makes it distinctively important 

along with other features provided by the amplifier. The gain coefficient is a key 
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parameter to account for actual amplifier system design, scalability and power 

amplification. The small signal gain coefficient yo was measured for single pass by 

keeping the discharge of the amplifier on and off when the oscillator beam is allowed 

to pass through the amplifier. This arrangement of measuring gain is discussed in 

detail as follows. The advantage of using this treatment is that no exact information 

on the losses is required. The experimental set-up for gain coefficient measurement 

and small signal gain measured for enhanced gain-pulsed amplifier and conventional- 

CW C02 laser is shown in Figure 4.8. The incident beam from the oscillator was 

allowed to pass through power meter (PMj) to measure the beam power from the 

oscillator, thereafter this beam is relayed to the amplifier. This beam acted as input to 

the amplifier. The beam exiting the amplifier was allowed to fall on the second power 

meter (PM2). Here the power was measured when the discharge is on and off in the 

amplifier. If P, is the power measured at PMI, P,, ff and P. n is the power measured at 
PM2 when the discharge is off/on, then the small signal gain coefficient is given by 

equation (4.8). The value of PI-P. ff was measured and pre - recorded as a convenient 

means of generating a calibration to permit the reading out of P,, ff, when discharge is 

on, and to avoid the need for repeatedly switching off the discharge. 

The relation used to determine the gain coefficient ro is: 

p I : )on 

ff 
YO Ln ýT_) L To (4.8) 

Where, (P ... ) is the output power at the amplifier on and (P,, ff) that with it off. 

The method permits the determination of the net gain coefficient that takes into 

account the waveguiding loss, power fluctuation or spectral drift of the source laser. 
It also avoids the problems associated with repeated switching of the RF discharge on 
and off. The results shown in Figure 4.8 the gain as the function of wavelength under 

standard and high gain amplifier excitation conditions in emitted lines in 9pm and 
lOpm emission bands. The results shown in Figure 4.8 illustrate that the high gain 
pulsed amplifier gain is up to 3 times higher when compared to the conventional cw- 
long pulse modeC02 laser. Some lines specially 1OP20 present 10% extra gain 
attributed to 'hot-band' emission. 
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The average power of the oscillator and the peak power were measured and using the 

Labview software, the net gain was measured in real time. This procedure was 

repeated for every rotational vibrational line used in 9 gm and 10 gm emission bands. 

Figure 4.9 illustrates the result for net gain in 9 pm and 10 gm for five passes. 

Comparing five pass net gain with the single pass standard laser gain, following 

results are obtained: 

Net gain per pass = 2, in the multipass five passes of amplifier. 

Total net gain increases by up to 33 times the input power from the oscillator. 

More than 20 rotational vibrational lines in the emission bands show peak power 

greater than 10OWatts. Anomalous gain peaks are visible on the 9RI6,9RI8,9R22 

lines in the 9 ýtrn band and I ORI 6,1 OP20 lines in the I Ogm band of the C02 laser. 

High gain amplifier provides full control of pulse output characteristics. 

The power amplification or pulse energy gain is shown in Figure 4.10, which is an 

averaged effect in laser pulse amplification defined as ratio of the unit area output 

energy to the unit area input energy. The amplified pulse energy is a function of 

operating conditions. Based on the result [4.6) of dependence of pulse energy on the 

gas pressure and input energy, the optimum gas pressure maintained was 80 torr and 

maximum average power from the oscillator was relayed into the amplifier. 

The wavelength power spectrum Of C02 five-pass amplifier in the 9 and 10ýtm bands 

is shown in Figure 4.11. In going from 9.1 - 9.8gm, the strongest line observed under 
the operating conditions mentioned in Section 4.3.3 is at 9.27 and 9.59gm. In going 
from 10.1 to 10.71gm, the highest gain lines are 10.24 and 10.59gm, with power up 
to 100 and 131watts respectively, after five passes. The average power of the 

oscillator of 6 watts at these peak gain lines is amplified to the peak power of 
100watts. 
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4.5 Circularising optics and machining station 
At the exit of the amplifier the waist of the beam was measured and the additional 

optical set-up was placed to circularise and filter the beam to improve the profile. A 

carefully adjusted set of a flat and a concave spherical mirror with radii of curvature 
lm was used to carry out circularisation as is illustrated in Figure 4.1. The beam was 

allowed to fall on the pyrocam to view the beam profile in the real time. The 

circularised beam was folded to fall on the machining station optical set up. The 

beam was further relayed on to an aspheric ZnSe lens of P diameter of the focal 

length of f =1.5" to produce 90 ýun minimal diameter (Ile') spot on the target placed 

on the translation stages. The XY translation stages were appropriate for a precision 

machining station. These were DC motor powered stages, with motion smoothness 

and jostle free-operation but were manually operated for the ablation experiments. 
The software executed the sequence of synchronisation between laser firing and 
instantaneous spot position. The workpiece was fixed on the stack of the travelling 

stages to avoid accidental change in position during machining. The slide holder held 

the work piece on the stack of travelling stages through a levelling table. The work 

piece was usually in the standard format of microscopic slides of 1.2 x3 cms, which 

was easier to be accommodated in the slide holder. 

4.6 Summary and conclusion 
This chapter discussed the hardware of a MOPA machining station and the 

construction and operating conditions of a high gain five-pass amplifier. The MOPA 
formatted system demonstrated independent control of wavelength, pulse duration and 

peak power parameters. The master oscillator was a tuneable source that spanned the 

wavelengths between 9.1 to 10.9 gm, but had low average power operating in cw 

mode. A five-pass planar waveguide amplifier was constructed that amplified the low 

average powers of the oscillator. Gain characteristics and power amplification of the 

planar waveguide C02 laser amplifier was also investigated. The maximum net gain 
measured was 33 times the input power from the oscillator and the maximum power 

amplified was 131 watts in 10.59pm line. Optics were designed that mode matched 
the beam from free space to the waveguide and also provided the flexibility of 
steering the beam. The objective of building flexible a machining centre was 

achieved. The experimental results of ablation of key PCB materials using this 

machining system are presented in the following chapters. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Single pulse drilling of organic materials 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter reports the ablation rates of selected organic PCB materials at multiple 

IR wavelengths in the 9[im and I Opm emission bands of the C02 laser. The selected 

organic PCB materials are a proprietary resin of RCC, FR4, Arlon and Kapton. The 

relevant characteristics and properties of each material were given in Chapter 2 

section 2.3. The effect of laser parameters in material interaction is investigated over 

a wide range of IR wavelengths and pulse durations. The investigation may provide 

useful practical data, which may contribute to the understanding of the key factors for 

efficient ablation of materials. Where possible the attempt is made to suggest the 

optimum material removal regime for the material, which may be of direct application 

in the electronics industry as it can be used to increase the efficiency of laser 

machining. 

5.2 Design of experiments for single pulse drilling 

In Chapter 4, the laser machining system that emits 40 lines in to IR spectral band was 
described. However, it is not practically possible to investigate the ablation 

mechanism at all the emitted lines for each material. Therefore, some method is 

needed to restrict the choice of wavelengths to a narrower range based on selecting 
(where possible) the lines with the highest absorption for that material. Thus, the 

number of wavelength needs to be assessed in a manner, which is practical but which 

minimises the chance of losing valuable information. The method selected here has 

been to base the selection on the absorption coefficient data, obtained either from the 
literature or from our experiments. The first approach is to gather information from 

the literature and from the material manufacturing companies. The problem 

encountered here is the relative lack of such information in the literature and the 
information obtained from manufacturers is non-reliable due to lack of unknown 

composition or genre of the materials. 
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Therefore, two sets of experiments have been conducted: 

(1) Absorption measurement by ellipsometry (see section 5.3). 

The idea of ellipsometery measurements is to determine the absorption coefficient 

over the relevant wavelength range for each material to be studied, i. e. Kapton, Arlon, 

RCC, FR4, alumina and LTCC. The principles and the relevant practical details of 

ellipsometry are discussed in Section 5.3. The technique is used to select a subset of 

wavelengths for further study by the ablation spectroscopy techniques. 

(2) Wavelength dependent ablation measurements (Ablation Spectroscopy). 

Each selected wavelength is now used to machine the material and to obtain the 

ablation or machining curve. An array of craters (IOxIO) is ablated at varying fluence 

as a function of the selected wavelengths in 9 and 10 pm IR emission bands. For each 

material, the ablated holes are studied and recorded using an atomic force microscope 

(AFM), scanning electron microscope (SEM) and DekTak stylus tip, where 

appropriate. The recorded ablated depth per pulse is plotted against axial fluence 

yielding an ablation rate curve. The ablation rates are plotted together for the material 
to give an 'ablation spectrum'. The aim is then to compare the ablation spectrum to 

the room temperature 'absorption spectrum' of the material, which is derived from the 

measurements using an IR Ellipsometer. This is performed to allow analysis and to 

determine a pattern (if any) of deviation of absorption of peak lines in the material at 

room temperature and when material changes phase during laser ablation. The 

ablation mechanism is observed and recorded at each wavelength to understand the 

underlying material removal processes as a function of wavelength, pulse duration, 

spot size and peak power. The collective information therefore helps in optimising 
the key parameters for efficient material removal. 

Errors: 

It is important to mention here that efforts are made to obtain the results with minimal 

experimental errors and to determine the errors, which do exist. Each set of 

experiments was repeated ý: 3 times. In each set of experiments, an array of craters 
(lOxIO) was ablated for each value of change in fluence. The standard deviation in 

the measured values (e. g. of threshold fluence) were determined. In general, it was 

noted that the standard deviation value was <5%. All the measurements were 
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performed at room temperature. The spot size of the beam is measured at the exit of 

the amplifier, each time when the oscillator was tuned to a different line for ablation. 

The peak power is measured every time to check power stability before each set of 

ablation experiments. The entire process is repeated to check the repeatability of the 

process. 

5.3 Ellipsometry Measurements 

Ellipsometry is the measurement of the effect of reflection on the state of polarisation 

of light. The result of an ellipsometric measurement is to determine the complex 

refractive index of the reflecting material, or if the reflecting material is film covered, 

the thickness and optical constants of the material can be determined. Ellipsometry is 

particularly attractive because it does not perturb the sample being measured and it is 

extremely sensitive to minute interfacial effects and can be applied to surface having 

thickness as small as monatomic to as large as several microns. The ellipsometry 

technique was discovered one hundred years ago but it is only in recent years 
following the development of advanced electronics and computers that the technique 
has expanded significantly in many fields, particularly for the determination of 

absorption coefficient of the materials. 

5.3.1 Principle ofEllipsometry 
A commercial IR ellipsometer, (Model GESP5 FTIR, Sopra Inc. France), was used to 

record the absorption spectra of the materials investigated in the thesis. 
Acknowledgement is made to Dr. Joe Keddie and Dr. Tim Simpson of University of 
Surrey, U. K., for providing access to the ellipsometer and considerable technical 

expertise and help in making the measurements. Dr. Keddie and Dr. Simpson 

provided the programme analysis to produce results for each material. 

An ellipsometer essentially consists of a light source and a detector, a polariser and an 
analyser. The polariser establishes the input polarisation state and the analyser 
measures output polarisation state. The sample to be measured is always placed in 
between the polariser and analyser. A schematic diagram is shown in Figure 5.1 of 
the basic apparatus of the ellipsometer. 
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Light Source: 

The light source required by the ellipsometer can be either a laser or some type of 

lamp. Ellipsometers that use a laser have the advantage of having a very intense and 

collimated light beam that allows for a very small spot size. However, the laser light 

provides just one wavelength whereas spectroscopic ellipsometry (as used for the 

experiments in the thesis) requires a broad spectrum. This is achieved by using lamps 

as light source that provide a broad spectrum of wavelengths, most often these being 

deuterium, halogen, quartz tungsten halogen lamps. 

Polariser/analyser: 

The most important optical element for making ellipsometric measurements is the 

polariser. A polariser converts any light beam into linearly polarised light oriented 

with respect to the transmitting axis. Nearly ideal optical polarisers are commercially 

available, but must be matched to the wavelength range of the spectroscopic 

ellipsometer. An analyser detects and measures the polarisation of the beam reflected 

off the sample. 

Compensator: 

A compensator converts linearly polarised light to elliptical polarised light. An ideal 

compensator is an optical retarder that has a retardation of exactly 901, (or 1/4 wave). 
Retarders are useful but they can be difficult to work with because the exact 
retardation is a strong function of optical alignment and of the wavelength being used. 
A rotatable compensator combined with a rotatable polariser can convert unpolarised 
light into any elliptical polarisation. 

The basic principle behind ellipsometry is simple. First, the polarisation state of 
incoming light is known and this incident light interacts with the sample and reflects 
from it. The interaction of the light with the sample causes a linear to elliptical 
polarisation change in the light. This change in the polarisation is then measured by 

analysing the light from reflected sample. Ellipsometer directly measures two values, 

xV and A (angles of polariser and analyser), that describe this polarisation change. 
These values are related to the ratio p of Fresnel reflection coefficients, Ell and E-Lo for 

electric field parallel to the plane of incidence and perpendicular to the plane of 
incidence respectively, as is shown by equation 5.1 [5.1]. These two values by 
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themselves are not very useful in characterising a sample but to know parameters like 

film thickness, optical constants, refractive index, the measured values, xV and A, are 

used in a complex model with specific equations and algorithms to produce a result 
that describes the interaction of light with the sample. These two angles provide a 

measure of the amplitude ratio and the phase difference between the two components 

of light upon reflection. 

So basically ellipsometry gives two angles V and A 

E. L = eA(tanT) Eu 

5.3.2 Ellipsometry datafor Arlon 

While a number of different ellipsometry methods exist for obtaining V and A, the 

most common are the nulling, rotating analyser/polariser methods [5.1]. 

Measurements by an automatic ellipsometer were introduced with the advent of the 

computers. The model used in the experiments is an example of a rotating polariser 
ellipsometer. The orientation of the polariser and of the analyser allows one to obtain 
the ellipsometric parameters of the sample V/ and A respectively. An ellipsometer is 

primarily used to measure film thickness and optical constants n, k where n is the 

refractive index of a sample that gives the propagation of the speed of the wave 
through the sample, and k is the extinction coefficient that relates energy of the wave 
absorbed in a material. For example, measurements of Arlon material (detailed 
discussion of material given in chapter 2) were made by the GES5-FTIR Sopra 

ellipsometer and are shown in Figure 5.2. The intensity of light absorbed by the 
sample can be determined from the plot of extinction coefficient k and Beer's law 

shows the exponential decay relationship, from where the absorption coefficient a can 
be determined: 

I= Ioe-" (5.2) 

4nk 
(5.3) 

where, I is the light intensity absorbed by material, 1. is the initial light intensity, z is 
the propagation depth, X is the wavelength of light. Using equation 5.3, a plot of 
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wavelength obtained from ellipsometer for arlon and plot of absorption 
coefficient (a) calculated using equation 5.3. 
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absorption coefficient is determined for the same material, which readily provides the 

information on the variation of absorption with wavelengths in the material. The 

same procedure is repeated to obtain the absorption spectrum for all the materials 

investigated in the thesis. 

5.3.3 Issues with Ellipsometry data 

The main objective of the ellipsometer experiments was to select the wavelengths, 

which are highly absorbed by the materials under study and where little or no 

reflection takes place at the surface of the material. This will consequently enable the 

selection of the wavelengths that require less fluence to ablate materials. The 

wavelength is selected by taking a room temperature absorption spectrum of material 

and then selecting the lines where the absorption values peak. For example, Figure 

5.3 is an IR spectrum of 5.3grn thick polyimide reported by Brannon and Lankard 

[5.2] demonstrating significant absorption in mid IR region. High absorption is 

observed in 9pm and lOgm emission band hence selected wavelengths are 9.24gm 

and 10.6pm that are highly absorbed in the material. 

It is important to mention here that there are issues related to the reliability of data 

measurement with the IR ellipsometer. These issues are mainly due to reflection and 

transmission of light in the material. The problem encountered is lack of significant 

absorption peaks in absorption spectrum of materials, as will be seen later in the 

chapter. Also this problem relates to the roughness of the surface, reflection and 
transmission issues such as interference fringes, conical illumination and light 

dispersion effects that add to the errors in measured data. Other contributing factors 

are the spatial homogeneity of the investigated material over its area, for example 

arlon has aramid fibres and FR4 has soda lime glass fibers which may add to the 

reflection and transmission of the probe light that is collected to obtain data of 

absorption in the material. More ellipsometer data for the materials investigated will 
be presented later in chapter. Adding to the problem is the characteristic variation of 

absorption in the material with temperature. This may result in the shift of spectral 

absorption of the material when it changes phase due to ablation. This statement is 

very well applied for any material in general since the change in absorption with 

change in phase of material essentially throws into question the accuracy and 

reliability of room temperature spectral absorptivity of materials for experiments 
involving ablation. However, the spectrum obtained from the IR ellipsometer and 
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from other sources may be used as reference, which may provide information on the 

approximate range of wavelengths where absorption is high for a given material. 

The solution to the problem of relative unreliability of room temperature spectral 

absorptivity data is to obtain the spectra of the materials directly when the material is 

undergoing phase change due to ablation. To do this, the experiments in the thesis are 

designed such that the so-called 'Ablation Spectrum' of each material is obtained. 

The significant advantage of using an ablation spectrum is its reliability in 

demonstrating the optimum laser line absorbed by the material and at not only 

threshold of ablation but also when the temperature increases and the hole of definite 

depth is drilled in material. This can be found by plotting ablation rates at constant 

power and varying pulse width to provide varying pulse energy as a function of 

wavelength. The ablation rate is then plotted as varying fluence against hole depth. 

The fluence can be varied by varying either power or pulse widths. However, the 

range of power values available with this workstation was limited so, pulse energy 

values were varied by changing the pulse duration. We have chosen to keep peak 

power constant and vary axial fluence by varying pulse widths because the machining 

system has a limit to the maximum emitted peak power. 

It is also essential to use a combination of acceptable spot size-pulse widths and melt 
threshold in the material. Melt threshold is predicted using equation 3.15 of Chapter 3 

for each material. An example is shown in Figure 5.4, where it is calculated that for 

pulse widths, less than 100gs with a spot size of 90grn the corresponding fluence is 

effective to ablate resin to be less than melt threshold region at absorption coefficient 

of 11.5 X 103 crn". The wavelength that requires least fluence in ablating a hole in 

material will be the choice of wavelength to machine the material. The ablation 
spectrum may provide the information of parameters like fluence, power, pulse length 

required to ablate the material and to drill a hole of 30grn depth in the material. This 

approach may aid in understanding of the machining regime and mechanism 
dominating the ablation phenomenon hence, a well-informed decision can be made in 

selecting optimum laser parameters to effectively machine the material. 
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5.4 Drilling of Kapton 

Initial Observation 

a) Region below threshold F: 5 Fth 

The fluence required to remain in the region below machining threshold of Kapton is 

measured to be below 4J/cm 2 in the 9ýLm band and IJ/cm2 in the 10ýtm band. It is 

observed that within the range of fluence below machining threshold there is visible 

surface damage on the Kapton surface. The SEM analysis of the Kapton surface 

irradiated with fluence in this region shows volume increase or swelling of the 

surface. The surface swell shows bubbles of varied sizes that ranged from 3 to 8pm 

in diameter. Figure 5.5(a) illustrates the sequence of the sub-threshold phenomenon 

of boiling/foaming in Kapton. Further increasing the fluence by the order of a few 

millijoules increases the size of the elevated surface. At this stage, the bubbles 

disappeared and the elevated surface grows homogeneously appearing more like a 

nucleated blister. Depending on the wavelength, this nucleated blister is seen to rise 

to a height of 10 - 20[tm. This is the first report of bubbling and foaming of Kapton 

HN film at sub-threshold region ablated by C02 laser wavelengths with microsecond 

pulses. Bauerle et at reported an increase in volume below threshold in UV pulsed 
laser ablation in Kapton at 302nm wavelength and pulse durations of 140ns to 5ps 

(5.3,5.4]. Similarly, Dyer et at (5.5] also reported of the phenomenon with randomly 

spaced holes at the irradiated site in Upilex. Polyimide ablated with TEA C02 of pulse 
lengths of 100ns and at laser wavelength 10.24ýtm. It is suggested that the cause of 

swelling is due to gaseous products driven to the surface from the bulk of the material 
hence increasing the volume. Hence, the phenomenon can be explained as when the 

Gaussian beam irradiates the surface, due to low heat conduction, the energy absorbed 
causes the deeper layers of the film to expand faster than the top layers of the film 

since the top layers cools easily. The thermal energy inside the deeper layers melts or 
decomposes the material due to strong absorption. The melt depth is estimated to be 

of the order of optical penetration depth. The decomposition of material releases 
trapped gases that create the pressure underneath the top layer/s, hence raising the 

surface of Kapton film. R. Srinivasan et at (5.6] have also reported the phenomenon 

of release of gases in Kapton due to thermal decomposition. 
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b) Region at threshold F= Fth 

According to Bauerle et al [5.4], a material reaches the ablation/machining threshold 

when the least required fluence causes a dip in the elevated surface / hump as 
illustrated in Figure 5.6. Following this definition, the sequence of events towards 

attaining the machining threshold in Kapton is illustrated in Figure 5.6. This sequence 
of ablation events mirrors the sequence in Figures 5.5(b) and 5.6 (b), which illustrates 

the actual events near threshold. It is observed that Kapton attains machining 
threshold when the fluence is high enough to rupture the top layer or film that exposes 

a fibrous mesh in the volume or where a dip is created in the hump. However, this 

stage is very difficult to observe or measure and it is not possible to find the mass loss 

at this stage to establish an ablation or machining threshold. Therefore, to measure 
the depth of holes, it is required to clean the machined Kapton fllm ultrasonically in a 
water bath or by smearing the surface using an acetone soaked Q-tip to clear the 
decomposed material in and around the holes. The depth of these clean holes is 

measured to establish an 'apparentmachining threshold and the respective fluence 

values are presented as threshold fluences. This method is practiced because at the 

stage where a dip appears in the hump, axial fluence ruptures the film in the centre of 
the elevated surface as is shown in Figure 5.5 (b) where it just exposes the fibrous 

mesh. The top film is still tightly intact with the surface and does not clean off with 

either of the cleaning procedures. Further increasing the fluence by the order of few 

millijoules from this stage of making dip in hump, the top film melts off and the 
decomposed fibrous mesh increase in density and erupts out of the machined hole 

perhaps similar to a volcanic eruption. Increase in fluence raises the pressure under 
the fibre mesh hence breaking and further erupting the fibres out of the walls of the 
holes. A powdered debris/soot is seen scattered round the periphery of the holes at 
this stage. The difference in magnitude of the fluence between the region below 
threshold and attaining apparent machining threshold is of the order of tens of 
millijoules. Yet again, this phenomenon of film rupture and the fibre eruption is 

observed at all wavelengths at threshold fluences. The values of apparent machining 
threshold fluence measured for the 9 and 10 gm emission band is listed in Tables 5.1 
and 5.2. This is believed to be the first report of machining threshold values of 
Kapton at different wavelengths and varying pulse widths. 
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Lowest ablation fluence threshold is observed at 9.27 pm, which is 4.2 J/cm2, and in 

10.24 pm as 1.3 J/cm2. Wavelength 10.24pm agrees well with absorption spectrum of 
Kapton at room temperature, illustrated in Figure 5.10, though this is not the case with 
the value of 9.27pm. The measured value of threshold fluence at 10.6[im is 1.5 J/cm 2, 

which agrees well with the reported value by Brannon et al [5.2) yet again, it is not the 
highly-absorbed wavelength in the room temperature absorption spectrum. 

C) Region above threshold F> Fm 

Figures 5.7 and 5.8, present the ablation rates for Kapton as a function of the selected 

wavelengths in the 9 and lOgm IR spectrum. At fluences, higher than the reported 

machining thresholds, the depth and the diameter of the ablated hole (which becomes 

spot size limited) increases linearly with fluence. The melt depth is seen to be 

approximately proportional to the penetration depth in this region. Heat conducts 

only after an increase in the pulse duration from 50gs and above. Hence, this is a 

good parameter choice for Kapton ablation. It is also observed that the increase in 

fluence also increases the density and hence the length of the fibers protruding out of 
the holes. Close examination of the fibers with SEM shows that the fibers are 

approximately of 100nm size at fluence 30J/cm2. There is also an increase in the 

scattered debris or soot scattered radially around the hole. Zeng ct al (5.7] reported an 
XPS investigation of the decomposition of Kapton with UV laser irradiation where 
the fibres and solid debris erupted during ablation of Kapton and is suggested due to 

material charring due to pyrolysis and cornbusted due to photo thermal ablation. The 

rapid rise of temperature at the ablation site with fluence possibly decomposes the 
Kapton and this mechanism release the oxygen and nitrogen gases or volatile species. 
This explanation also supports the pressure built up under the surface due to these 

gases, which elevates the surface in region under threshold fluence. The fibre bundles 

consist mainly of carbon [5.7]. It is suggested that the photo thermal decomposition 

of Kapton is observed to be enhanced linearly with the increase in fluence. The 
length of fibres increases on an average of lOgm with the increase of lOgs pulse 
length. The fibres are observed to be longer in length at rim of hole than in centre of 
hole. This suggests that the central rise in temperature due to axial fluence further 
decomposes 
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Wavelength (pm) Threshold Flu nce (j/CM2) 

1 9.27 4.2 

2 9.31 6.5 

3 9.47 9 
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Table 5.1: Thresholdfluence measured at peak lines in 9, wn emission band 
for Kapton 
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Fig 5.8: Ablation curves ofKapton in 101#n emission band 

Wavelength (ýirn) Threshold Fluence 
(J/CMI) 

1 10.24 1.3 

2 10.30 8.6 

3 10.53 2 

4 10.59 1.5 

5 10.71 2.5 

Table 5.2: Thresholdfluence measured at peak lines in IOpm emission band 
for Kapton 
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the fibres and ablates off as nano particles and deposits around the hole radially. The 

measurement of fibres was recorded using SEM (Scanning Electron Microscopy). 

A set of experiments was performed to laser clean the holes by applying multiple 

shots of constant pulse widths and fluence. Another 24 shot of constant fluence at 
the already single shot ablated hole does not make an apparent effect on the fibres. 

Another 5-10 shot bums the fibres off in the centre of the holes however the fibres are 

still intact on the rim of the holes. Multiple shots (-20) creates ripples on the surface 

of the Kapton and soot is redeposit around the periphery as far as 20OPm. Bo Gu et al 
[5.8] also reported laser cleaning of Kapton with multiple pulses at IR wavelengths in 

an oxygen gas environment. The advantage of using an atmosphere of pure oxygen is 

that it causes blackening of the fibrous material, which is reported to be readily 

oxidised and removed during multiple laser pulse shots. 

5.4.1 Comparison of ablation and absorption spectra 
Figure 5.9 presents the ablation spectrum of Kapton, which demonstrates tile 

following: 

(1) Values of fluence required to attain a machining threshold 

(2) Values of fluence required to drill a hole of 30ýtm depth at cacti selected 

wavelength. 
Figure 5.10 shows the absorption spectrum of Kapton at room temperature, obtained 
from the ellipsometer data. Comparing both spectra leads to following conclusions: 

I In 10pra emission band, 10.24ýtrn requires lowest fluence to attain ablation 
threshold and to drill 30ýtrn deep crater. Absorption spectrum also showed the 
highest absorption coefficient for 10.24pm where a=5.93 x 104 Cnf I licnce 

both the spectra agree well for the 'optimum' wavelength. 

2 Wavelength 10.30ýtm has fairly high absorption (cc = 5.6 x 104 Cnf 1) yet 
requires highest fluence to reach ablation threshold (Fth = 8.6 J/cm2) and to 
drill 30grn deep crater as compared to all other peak lines in lOgm band. This 
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disparity is not well understood but it could be an example where absorption 

coefficient may change at higher temperatures. 

3 In 9pm emission band, the emission line 9.47[tm (oL = 2.75 x 104 cm7l) is 

absorbed more than 9.27gm (a = 2.44 x 104 cm-1). However, the threshold 

fluence measured for 9.27[tm is Fth = 4.2 J/cm2 that is lower than Fth =9 J/cm2 

measured for 9.47pm hence suggesting the variation of absorption coefficient 

with temperature at these peak lines as well. 

It is observed that no selected wavelengths were able to machine Kapton with clean 

holes. The holes were full of fibrous debris and soot scattered around the periphery of 

the holes. Kapton surface needed post cleaning prior taking measurements for 

generating ablation curves. It would be a fair statement that IR wavelengths may not 

be the best to machine Kapton. This is also supported by industrial evidence where 

microvias in Kapton are ablated using UV lasers due to cleaner hole quality. 

However, due to economical reasons, wavelengths 10.6 and 9.30pm have been 

increasingly popular in Microvia, drilling in Kapton but using an assist gas in order to 

help remove ablated material from the hole site. 

5.5 Drilling of RCC 

Initial Observations 

a) Region below Ablation Threshold F: 5 Fth 

With the application of axial fluence, less than the fluence required for achieving 
threshold of ablation (F:: ý Fth) on the RCC sample, irreversible damage or the onset of 

marking threshold due to melting is observed. The range of fluence to achieve this 

effect is less than IJ/cm2 in the 9pm emission band and less than 5 J/cm2 in lOjtm 

emission band. However, for this range of fluence values there is no hole formation 

that could be characterised or measured. 

It is known that the thermal decomposition and removal temperature of resin is 671 "C 

[5-9,5.10]. It is calculated (using equation 3.11 and using the value of density from 
Chapter 2), that the temperature rise at the fluence values in the region below 
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threshold is approximately 150 OC hence confinning the absence of thermal 

decomposition and removal of resin surface yet at these low fluence, values. 

b) The threshold fluence (F=Fth): 

As the fluence is increased, the rate of energy deposition in the thin surface exceeds 

the rate of heat dissipation that occurs due to thermal diffusion and radiation. The 

temperature increase is calculated to be approximately 680 OC at the point where the 

resin decomposes and particles and gaseous products leave the surface hence 

contributing to measurable mass loss. This is where the ablation threshold is attained. 

The value of fluence required to attain ablation threshold in resin at selected 

wavelengths in 9-10ýLm band is listed in Tables 5.3 and 5.4 respectively. These 

results are discussed later. 

C) Interaction above threshold (F>Fth): 

Further increase in fluence above ablation threshold value gives rise to a further 

increase in temperature in the irradiated area of the resin sample. The temperature 

calculated at the fluence value is 800 OC, which is higher than the decomposition of 

resin and removes the material. At this high temperature, the molten resin evaporates 

and hence contributes in increasing the ablation rate. The depth of ablated holes is 

measured and plotted against the values of fluence as a function of wavelengths in 

each emission band to obtain ablation curves. These ablation curves are plotted in 

Figures 5.11 and 5.12. 

In the 9 pm laser emission band, an interesting feature, which is observed during 

ablation of resin is the ejection of melted resin as solidified stems or fibres. This melt 
ejection is observed at all wavelengths in this band. At 9.27pm, the fibres are seen 
attached at a depth of 4-6ýtrn in to the hole whereas at 9.47pm the longest melt ejected 
fibre is 337pm length and the roots are attached closer to the rim. 
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Wavelength (pm) Threshold Fluence (J/crný) 

1 9.27 4 

2 9.32 2 

3 9.47 6.5 

4 9.55 6 

5 9.60 3.9 

Table 5.3 Thresholdfluence atpeak lines in 9pm bandfor resin. 

Wavelength (ýtm) Threshold Fluence 
(j/Cm 2) 

10.24 6.2 

2 10.31 5.3 

3 10.59 7.2 

4 10.60 5.8 

Table 5A Thresholdfluence atpeak lines in IOpm bandfor resin. 
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At wavelengths of 9.55ýtrn and 9.60pm, the fibres are deep rooted in the centre of the 

holes. This phenomenon is observed typically at the fluence range between I O. J/cm2 

to 35 J/crn2 between the pulse widths of 30 and 100ps. Interestingly, it is observed 

that the length of the emitted solidified fibres increases for wavelengths with small 

absorption coefficient values. For example at 9.47pm (a = 0.94 x 103 cm7 1), the 

length of ejected fibres is measured to be as long as -337pm. compared to 9.60pm (cc 

= 3.8 x 103 Crff I) where the length of the fibres is 50gm. 

In the lOgm the laser emission band, this feature is not observed with wavelengths 
10.24 or 10.31gm but for wavelengths 10.59 and 10.60 gm ejected solidified fibres 

are observed for fluences between 13.8 and 17.29 J/cm2. There appears to be no data 

published so far on melt displacement of resin as filaments/fibres as described here. 

Markillie et al [5.11] reported similar mechanism of fibre formation but in silica, at a 

given range of pulses and fluences conditions. According to the study, this 

phenomenon of melt displacement and cooling as solidified stem can be explained 

assuming that the melt pool at this irradiance level becomes viscous, highly mobile, 

permitting material removal by melt ejection. 

Figure 5.13 (a) shows the fibres ablated at 10.59 pm. at fluence 27.69J/cm 2 and (b) 

shows the fibres emitted at wavelength 10.49gm at fluence 10.38 J/cm2. Figure 5.13 

(c) suggests the phenomena of creation of fibres during laser ablation of resin. The 

fibres do not stand erect at the rim of holes, as is the case in silica but lie horizontally 

on the surface of resin. The length of the fibres was measured using a microscope. 
The pictures of insitu fibres are not available since the fibres wear off due to 

movement of the ablated samples. As mentioned in Chapter 2, resin attains a glass 
transition temperature and changes the solid phase to glassy state corresponding to a 
hard, rubbery structure with increased polymer chain motion at high temperatures 
[5.11]. Figure 5.14 shows the typical holes ablated in resin at higher and at threshold 
fluence at wavelength 10.59[Lm. Resin retains heat in a small volume where 
irradiated, hence heat flow in resin is appropriately two dimensional above the 
threshold region. Though for increased fluence, resin absorbs heat to attain the 
temperature where it melts and ablation results due to recoil pressure of the molten or 
gaseous material that is evaporated pushing the resin from the centre of the hole and 
up the sidewalls. The decomposition of resin 
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Figure 5.14 Typical holes ablated in resin at higherfluence and at thresholdfluence 
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may also release trapped gases that make an explosive escape from the surface hence 

leaving the rim of the hole unsymmetrical and ragged in shape. 

5.5.1 Comparison of ablation and absorption spectra 

Figure 5.15 shows the ablation spectrum for a proprietary resin (Company-DuPont 

Inc. ). Figure 5.16 presents the absorption spectrum at room temperature of resin 

obtained from the Ellipsometer data. The comparison of the two spectra shows: 

I At a wavelength of 9.47ýtrn the highest fluence is required to achieve ablation 

threshold but also to drill a hole of 30grn depth as compared to other selected 
lines in the emission band. 

2 Wavelength 9.55pm requires lowest fluence to drill a hole of 30pm depth but 

requires higher fluence, to achieve ablation threshold as compared to wavelength 
9.32pm. Comparing the absorption coefficients from the absorption spectrum in 

Figure 5.16 for wavelengths 9.47 (a = 2.94 x 103 cm7 1), 9.5 5 (a = 2.3 2x 103 CrTf 
1) and 9.32pm (a = 2.99 x 103 cm7l), there is no significant difference in the 

values of the absorption coefficient at each wavelength. However, the ablation 

spectrum clearly suggests 9.55pm as the optimum wavelength for drilling holes 

in resin. This suggests that absorption coefficient alone is inadequate to 
determine the optimum wavelength for machining the sample. 

3 In the 10 pra emission band, use of the wavelength 10.59pm (a = 2.8 x 103 Cme 
1) requires the lowest fluence to achieve the ablation threshold but requires 
higher fluence to drill a 30prn deep hole as compared to the other selected 
wavelengths. This suggests that the temperature dependent factors of absorption 

coefficient play a significant role in efficient machining of the substrate and the 
information cannot be displayed by the room temperature absorption spectrum 

of the substrate. 
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5.6 Drilling of Arlon 

Initial observation 

a) Region under threshold P! ý Fth 

Figure 5.17 (a), shows the sequence of surface change in Arlon at regions below 

threshold, at threshold and above threshold at a wavelength of 9.27pm at peak power 

level of IOW. The region below threshold is in the fluence range below 5jlCM2 

whereas for 10ýtm band the threshold occur at 3JIcm 2. This fluence limit has been 

described as the "adiabatic machining threshold" of a material [5.11] where the 

fluence applied on the surface raises the thermal energy of the surface, where possible 

thermal desorption of the material might take place thereby ejecting molecules of 

material off the surface. L. V. Zhigilie et al [5.12] suggest that below the ablation 

threshold mostly monomers are ejected from the surface. The localised irradiation 

yields an elevation of Arlon surface forming a hump as shown in Figure 5.17 (b). The 

maximum height of the hump attains before material is ablated off the surface was 

measured to be 4gm. This phenomenon is understood to occur due to high pressure 

build up in the irradiated volume. During pulsed laser irradiation, rapid energy 

transfer occurs from vibrationally excited molecules which results in rapid thermal 

energy rise of the material. Consequently, a sharp temperature rise occurs during 

laser pulse duration. When the heating time is shorter than a characteristic time of the 

mechanical relaxation, the material is inertially confined i. e. it does not have time to 

expand and locally, heating takes place at nearly constant volume. This constant 

volume heating inevitably leads to a higher pressure build-up in the irradiated volume. 

Hence the high pressure formed within the penetration depth relaxes by expansion of 

the irradiated material. This relaxation drives a strong compression wave into the 

direction towards bulk in the cold part of the material, and this internal pressure is 

additionally built up due to trapped gases within the polymer, causing an observable 

swelling of the surface [5.3,5.4]. 

b) Region at threshold fluence F= Fth 

In the irradiated surface region at a higher fluence levels, the pressure gradient leads 

to forces driving the acceleration of the top layers in the direction normal to the 

surface. Thus, ablation is initiated when these forces exceed the strength of the 
material and 
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Fig 5.17: Surface topology sequence during ablation of Arlon at 9.20, um at spot size 
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sequence of events. 
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cause material fracture and particulate ejection. The threshold is used to describe the 

onset of a steep increase of the ablated depth with laser fluence. Hence, increase in 

the fluence from 5J/cm2 reaches the onset of massive material removal or ablation. 
The surface topography of the arlon changes at threshold with the formation of a 

crater in the risen surface/bump that was created in the fluence region of below 

threshold as illustrated schematically in Figure 5.17 (b). Bauerle et al [5.14] also 
identify threshold by the average of the lowest fluence at which the dip appears in the 

center of the hump and the highest fluence for which this dip is absent. 
Experimentally measured values of threshold fluences for the 9 and lOgm emission 
bands for Arlon are listed in Tables 5.5 and 5.6. The results are discussed later in the 

section. 

C) Region above threshold F> Ftij 

The Figures 5.18 and 5.19 shows that the ablation curves in the 9 and I Opm emission 
bands do not follow the logarithmic dependence of the equation (3.17). In the linear 

part of the curve where F> Fth, the ablation rate is high. The non-linearity of ablation 

curves of wavelengths 9.47 and 10.24pm could be explained due to presence of strong 

aramid fibers at the bottom of the crater. The beam is strongly reflected and bounced 

back internally in the crater due to presence of strong aramid fibers which remain 

uncut at the low absorbed wavelengths. This effect may show that the resin in Arlon 

has low absorption coefficient as compared to the aramid fibers and gets ablated 

easily, whereas, aramid fibers require higher fluence to be ablated. A typical ablated 

crater has no debris around or in it, but at certain low absorbed wavelengths, uncut 

aramid fibres are visible hanging at the entrance of the hole. This is understood to 
have occurred due to high energy density falling on the surface where the ablation of 
fibers is initiated but abrupt cooling leaves the fibres attached to the rim of crater. 
This may be possible due to influence of the non-reactive ambient atmosphere, which 
might enhance the absorptivity of the material but reduces the vaporisation cnthalpy. 
This situation may change if however greater fluences are applied which increases the 
vaporisation enthalpy and provides enough energy density for the ablated materials to 
leave the surface either undergoing the carbonisation or thermal combustion. It has 
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Wavelength (pm) Threshold Fluence (Jlcm") 

1 9.27 6 

2 9.30 6.2 

3 9.47 7.9 

4 9.65 15 

Table 5.5: Data ofablation thresholdfor the 9 pm band in Arlon. 

Wavelength (, pm) Ablation Threshold (Jlcm-) 

1 10.24 12.2 

2 10.30 3.9 

3 10.53 16 

4 10.59 12.5 

5 10.71 17.5 

Table 5.6. ý Data ofablation threshold in the 10 pm IR band in Arlon. 
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been observed that higher fluence than 9J/cm2 cuts off aramid fibers of Arlon, but at a 

wavelength where absorption is low, fibers are observed to be uncut at the bottom of 
the crater. This is observed to reduce the depth of the crater by the order of 8-10pm. 

But with a presence of strong araniid fibre at the bottom of the crater, the light is 

reflected back which ablates the resin off from the entrance of crater thereby 
increasing the diameter and depth of the crater. This also might be the reason for the 

rugged surface of the craters. The holes are clean and no charring or blackening of 

edges is observed at all fluences used. Hence, optimum-machining conditions for 

Arlon may be to apply fluences above 9J/cm2 at highly absorbed wavelengths. 

5.6.1 Comparison of ablation and absorption spectra 

I As is observed from the Tables 5.5 and 5.6 the Fh is increasing with increasing 

wavelength. This could be due to the decrease of a with wavelengths as is 

observed in Figure 5.21, which is absorption spectrum of the Arlon determined 
from ellipsometry. This goes well in agreement with the threshold fluences at 
the 9.27pm peak line where the Fjh= 6J/cm2 , but the trend shows deviation at 
10.30pm where the Fh is significantly low 19J/cmý and at 10.59pm it is 

12.5J/cm2. This is a deviation observed from the room temperature measured 
absorption spectrum of the arlon. This may be possible because Arlon material 
highly absorbs the peak line 10.30pm when at higher temperatures; an example 
of absorption coefficient variation with temperature is discovered in [5.5] 

2 Spectral absorption sensitivity of Arlon varies as a function of temperature. The 

absorption spectrum measured at room temperature does not go well in 

agreement with the ablation spectrum of Arlon, which is shown in Figure 5.20. 

3 By comparing the absorption spectrum Figure 5.21 of Arlon with its ablation 
spectrum Figure 5.20, ablation spectra show that wavelengths 9.27ýtm and 10.30 

jim have low ablation thresholds. However, 9.27pm requires low fluence to 
drill a 30pm deep hole compared to 10.30pm. This shows that it is not 
important that the wavelength that requires low fluence to reach threshold will 
necessarily 
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require the low fluence in drilling holes. There are various mechanisms, which effect 
the ablation of the material that decides the fluence required at a particular 

wavelength. 

5.7 Drilling of FR4 

Initial Observation 

The FR4 sample used in the experiments is epoxy resin impregnated with 
homogeneously weaved glass yam. The thickness of the sample is 1.5mm. Details of 
the material characteristics and its properties are presented in Chapter 2. FR4 presents 
laser machining challenges for several reasons. First, the material is highly 

heterogeneous, particularly with respect to properties governing laser ablation 

characteristics such as melting and vaporization temperatures. Specifically, the 

vaporization temperatures of the woven glass reinforcement and the polymer resin 

matrix differ greatly. Pure soda lime glass has melting and vaporization temperatures 

of 600 OC and 800 OC, respectively, while typical organic resins such as epoxies 

vaporize at much lower temperatures, on the order of 300 OC. This disparity makes it 

difficult to laser-ablate the glass component while avoiding too much ablation of the 

resin. Secondly, FR4 glass cloth is woven from bundles or "yams" of individual glass 
filaments. Filaments in the sample are typically 4 to 7pni in diameter, and yams 

range from about 50 pra to several hundred microns in diameter. In the sample, the 

yam is woven in an open-weave pattern, resulting in areas of high glass density where 

yams cross each other and areas of low or zero glass density, such as between 

adjacent bundles. Because the locations of holes cannot be selected a priori with 
respect to the weave pattern, the hole locations will vary in glass density. The matrix 
of holes ablated on the sample is observed to have the probability of positioning at 
three common positions that affect the depth, diameter and mechanism of ablation of 
the holes. Experimentally there are three common positions frequently observed as is 

shown in Figure 5.22, which are mentioned below: 

Location I Where no glass fibre is ablated, i. e. only epoxy resin is ablated. 
Location 2 Where only a part of the glass bundle or one fiber is present in the 

ablated area. 
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Location 3 Where two crossing glass fibers/bindle are present in the ablated hole. 

It is important to note here that the ablation curves incorporate without a priori 
destination all the three cases. However, the measured ablation threshold fluence 

values reflect the fact that only resin is involved since the glass fibres are located 

deeper in to the substrate. Thus the laser micromachining process parameters that 

work equally well in both high and low-glass-density regions of the substrate are 
desirable. Process conditions are required that are "aggressive" enough to cleanly 

vaporize all the glass in high-density regions and at the same time are "mild" enough 
to avoid over-ablation or removing too much resin in low-density regions. 

Region below and at threshold F:! ý Fth 

Location one as illustrated in Figure 5.22 is the dominant case in region below and at 
threshold where only resin is ablated off. The glass fibers are as low as 20gm in 
depth from the surface. It is observed that the sub threshold fluences lie less than 
5J/cm2 in the 9gm band and less than 3J/cm2 in the I Ogrn band. A damage threshold 

exists in the epoxy resin melts and leaves a visible mark on the surface of FR4. The 
fluence threshold is observed to increase with wavelengths in the 9grn emission band 

whereas in the I 01trn emission band, 10.31tim has increased the threshold fluence as 
compared to 10.24[im and 10.49gm. Tables 5.7 and 5.8 illustrate the values of 
fluence at threshold for FR4 in the 9 and I Ogrn emission bands respectively. 

b) Region above threshold F>, - Fth 

Figure 5.23 shows the typical example of a hole ablated in the 9 Pin emission band. 
The holes at the surface show no melt and visibly very small heat affected zone. At 
the bottom of the holes there might exist two cases: where the glass fibers may be 

present or absent. Both the cases is illustrated in Figure 5.23, where holes are ablated 
at the peak fluence of 23 Vcmý at 9.30 pm. These are approximately of 30[im depth. 
Hole (a) is positioned where no glass fibers interfere in its formation, hence the depth 

of the hole increases by 5-12[tm as a function of fluence and wavelength absorption. 
Hole (b) shows the glass fibers at the bottom of the hole. The glass fibers may run 
vertically or horizontally or could be layered on top of each other hence decreasing 
the depth of resin from surface. The presence of glass fibre in the hole makes it very 
hard to measure the exact depth of the holes. It is observed that the glass fibers reflect 
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light and hence increase the resin ablation deeper within the holes, hence making a 
hole much deeper by 20 Itm. In unablated glass fibers it is very hard to measure the 

exact depth of hole especially under the glass fibers. At lower fluences the melt 

ejection seems to be creating holes. The fluence is high enough to melt resin and 

spatter the melt out of the holes. The glass fibers have a high sublimation temperature 

of 2300 'C, the fibers protrude into the crater wall. But the melting point of the glass 
is 700 OC hence the glass fibers protruding become spherical in shape due to surface 
tension. The glass fibre projection in the crater wall or at the bottom of the crater is 

particularly large at the lower fluence [5.16,5.17]. This is the effect observed for 

wavelengths 9.55[tm and 9.30 grn at fluences less than 60 J/cm2. The threshold 

fluence of glass ablation is observed to be 50 - 80 J/cm. 2. At higher fluences, the rapid 
delivery of energy has the effect of driving the local temperature above the higher of 

the two vaporization points (several thousand Kelvin for glass) very rapidly. The 

effective ablation process requires vaporisation of both materials quickly and thereby 

obtains roughly equal amounts of material removal in the two materials despite the 

differences in their thermal characteristics. The pulse energy delivered at low 

instantaneous power ablates the epoxy resin that still reaches its vaporization 

temperature early in the laser pulse while the glass remained solid and unablated. 

Delivery of such low instantaneous power levels leads to differential material-removal 

effects. As is observed at 9.30 gm, the fluence above 50 J/crn2 leaves unvaporised 

ends of the glass fibers that protrude into the hole. This is because the more 

aggressive ablation of the resin enlarges the hole diameter relative to the area in which 
the glass is ablated. This phenomenon is known as "wicking" in the printed wiring 
board industry. In FR4 via drilling, wicking is more severe with lower-energy laser 

pulses. Hence, this regime of ablation in FR4 should be avoided for machining. In 

addition to the observation, it is also seen that the glass is not cleanly vaporised. 
Instead, the ends melt, are not ejected from the hole, and re-solidify into large 

spherical knobs at the fiber ends. This is also an unacceptable final geometry for the 
drilled holes, an example of which is illustrated in Figure 5.23 (c). 
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(a) Hole at surface Hole at 30, um depth with no glassfibres 

(b) Hole at the surface Hole at 30, um depth with glassfibreN 

(c) Hole at 30ym depth with glass globules 

j1 M2 Figure 5.23: Hole ablated at Fluence 23 c (a) Hole with no glass fibre at the 
surface and in the bottom of the hole(b) Hole at surface with uncut 
glass fibre at bottom, (c) Hole with cut glass fibre at bottom, formation 
ofglass globules due to surface tension. 
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In the I Opm emission bands, the melt e ection phenomenon predominates over 

ablation and at all wavelengths in this band, the droplets of melt are observed to be 

squirted out of holes. The melt is also seen rolled off at the edges of holes hence 

creating a sharp radial rim around holes. This could be explained hypothesising, that 

on application of high fluences, the surface tension plays a role in drilling while melt 

ejection from deeper holes relies on evaporation pressure. The mechanism of creating 
holes in FR4 can be understood by the so-called "Piston effecf' [5.15]. This is 

illustrated in Figure 5.24 (a), where the evaporation surface acts as piston that exerts a 

pressure onto the melt hence squirting it out of the hole radially. This effect is clearly 

seen in the Figure 5.24 (b) a typical hole created, where the exerted pressure rolls out 
the melt radially but also drops the melt globules. The ablated holes in this regime 

also showed melt of resin at the bottom of the craters. The heat affected zones is of 
the order of 35-40ýLrn around the craters. There is no evidence of ablation of glass 

until 70 J/cm2 in the 10 pm emission band. Hence, it also suggests that the spectral 

absorptivity of silica is higher in the 9pm emission band than in the lOpm. Figures 

5.25 and 5.26 illustrate the ablation curves in FR4 in 9pm and lOpm emission band 

respectively. The steps in the ablation rates in I Opm curves above 20prn crater depth 

suggest some measurement anomaly for the depth of holes. 

5.7.1 Comparison ofablation and absorption spectra 

Correlating absorption and ablation spectra of FR4 as shown in Figures 5.27 and 5.28 

shows that: 

I There is observed a clear trend in increase in threshold behaviour of optical 
absorption of wavelengths in 9pm emission band with increase of 
wavelengths. There is much less melt ejected and smaller heat affected zone 
(HAZ). The glass fibers are seen cut at fluences 50 - 80 J/cm2, which is much 
higher threshold of ablation compared to threshold of resin in FR4. In 9Pm 

emission band, 9.55pm seems to be the best wavelength to machine FR4 in 
terms of clean quality of holes and clean ablation of resin and glass between 

40 - 80 ps pulse lengths. However, 9.27[tm emission effectively ablates glass 
and no melt e*ection is observed leaving clean holes however during the 1J 
ablation process at this wavelength, the 
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Wavelength (pm) Threshold Fluence 
(J/Crný) 

1 9.27 5 

2 9.30 8 

3 9.55 11.5 

Table S. Z Data of thresholds of FR4 in 9-micron band 

Wavelength (ýtm) Threshold Flucnce 
(j/Cm 2) 

1 10.24 5.5 

2 10.31 12.5 

3 10.49 9.5 

4 10.59 3.5 

Table 5.8: Data of thresholds ofFR4 at 10-micron wavelengths 
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CHAPTER 6 

Single pulse drilling of alumina and LTCCs 

6.1 Introduction 

Laser machining is a non-contact, abrasion-less technique, which eliminates tool 

wear, machine-tool deflections, vibrations and cutting forces, reduces limitations to 

shape formation, and inflicts less sub-surface damage. Therefore laser machining of 

ceramics is used extensively in the microelectronics industry for scribing and hole 

drilling [6.1]. However, laser drilled holes are inherently associated with spatter 

deposition, due to the incomplete expulsion of ejected material from the drilling site, 

which subsequently resolidifies and adheres to the material surface around the hole 

periphery. In addition, due to the brittleness of ceramics, fractures or micro cracks in 

the bulk phase of the material seem inevitable during laser machining. 

The present work seeks to investigate surface ablation and to deten-nine the damage 

threshold of alumina and LTCC (in the sintered / fired state) for a range Of C02 laser 

lines. Issues addressed here are important from the point of view of machining, 
including the sensitivity of the ablation characteristics to the laser wavelength, the 

ablation threshold, the dependence on laser pulse duration and the subsequent surface 

quality in alumina and LTCC. The pulse duration dependence of laser induced 

damage on ceramics materials is studied for infrared laser pulses in the microsecond 

range. This chapter presents experimental data on laser ablation rates for alumina and 
LTCC in the microsecond pulse range with selected IR wavelengths. 

6.2 Review of Laser processing of alumina and LTCC 

Because of the high absorption of alumina at 10.6 pm [6.2], carbon dioxide lasers 

have been in common use to drill vias, make slots, and produce scribe snap-lines in 

A1203 substrates [6.3,6.4]. In the early work, dc discharge excited lasers were 
employed, while more recently, more compact and sealed radio frequency (RF) 
discharge-excited slab lasers with peak/average power levels of lOOW have been 

introduced to overcome the limitations of gas flow lasers. With such lasers, the 
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combination of peak power levels and high repetition rates result in smaller heat- 

affected zones and faster material processing. 

In 1999 Imen and Allen [6.5] reported using a TEA C02 laser to machine LTCC and 
found air breakdown over the ablation site and plasma screening to be a major 

problem (due to the high peak power employed). They found that operating at reduced 

pressures alleviated the problem and a material removal rate of 30-40 pm per pulse at 

100 Jcm-2 was reported, though large values of fluence (1.2-1.5 U CM72) were 

required. Nd: YAG lasers at 1.06 pra have been used for drilling 75 to 500 gm 
diameter holes in LTCC with reasonable quality and at reasonable pulse rates, but the 

material removal rate and overall machining control are low for an industrial process 
due to relatively weak absorption at this wavelength. 

Nowak et al [6.6] reported cold ablation of green state LTCC. The green state LTCC 

is a composite consisting of alumina particles and glass frit particles that allow a 
lower sintering temperature, held together by an organic binder. The C02 laser is used 
to ablate green state materials with high speed and high resolution demonstrating a 

self - cleaning technique. 

The laser processing speed and efficiency are clearly issues of considerable 
importance for overall economic viability in machining ceramics. This chapter 
presents the results of an investigation to explore the optimisation of laser process 

efficiency with emphasis on laser wavelength absorption and on laser parameters over 
a wider range of pulse characteristics to understand the underlying ablation 
mechanisms than previously explored in both alumina and LTCCs. 

6.3 Design of experiments 
The sets of experiments are similar to those used to investigate dielectrics in Chapter 
5. The peak power is kept constant at 23 watts in alumina and 12 watts in LTCCs and 
pulse durations are selected in the range of 5- 100 ps, to vary axial fluence by 

varying pulse durations. A matrix of holes was ablated in the surface of the substrate 
as a function of fluence at each selected wavelength. The depth of the ablated holes 

was plotted as a function of fluence at each wavelength to obtain an ablation or 
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machining curve. The machining curves at all the selected wavelengths are plotted 

together. The plot of ablation curves is therefore compared to the absorption spectrum 

of the material to critically analyse the characteristics of absorption of wavelengths, to 

establish any pattern of deviation in spectral absorptivity and to understand the cause 

of the shift if any. 

6.3.1 Wavelength selection 

The peak lines emitted in the 9 and 10 pra bands are selected to investigate laser 

machining of alumina and LTCC. The selected lines are 9.2,9.6,10.2,10.6 gm. The 

criterion for selecting peak lines is derived from the examination of the spectral 

absorptivity of alumina as is shown in Figure 6.1 and LTCC as shown in Figure 6.9. 

6.4 Initial Observation of ablation in Alumina 

The ablation curves at selected wavelengths in alumina are plotted in Figure 6.2. It is 

observed that the ablation curves in alumina and LTCCs exhibit the typical three 

section form as introduced in section 3.4. There exists a neutral section where no 

material removal takes place (Section 1), the onset of ablation (Section 11) and section 

III is the linear part of constant gradient where considerable increase in ablation is 

observed. The initial observation of surface changes in alumina in these sections is 

discussed below: 

(a) Fluence less than ablation threshold (F < Fth) - Section L 

For alumina (Figure 6.2) two distinctive thresholds may be distinguished: a fluence 

threshold for damage and a fluence threshold for ablation. Ceramics are known to 

melt at well defined temperatures. For example, alumina is known to melt at - 2050 
OC, therefore at the damage threshold; the fluence raises the temperature of the surface 
to the melting point of alumina. At raising the fluence, the temperature increases to 

ablate the material off the surface [6.3). The ablation temperature for alumina is 

calculated using equation (3.11) of section 3.1.3 of Chapter 3, to be - 3000 OC. At this 
high temperature, the surface deformations show the characteristic crater shape to the 

given spot size. However, the melt is not displaced from the surface such that a 
measurable crater depth is attained. The melted surface cools off and an irreversible 
deformation is visible on the surface. This surface modification in alumina is shown 
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in Figure 6.3 (a) at a fluence of 5.5 J/crn 2 at 10.6pm. The amount of fluence absorbed 
here increases the surface layer temperature to the point where melting or at least 

softening occurs. This then allows the surface tension driven mass flow of the viscous 

molten or softened layer, followed by re-solidification of the surface. Reference here 

to the heating of thin layer is justified since at 10.6[Lm, the penetration depth of room 

temperature is very small confined to - 5pm, as calculated using equation 3.12 of 

Chapter Three. The heat conduction is one dimensional in the fluence range and the 

temperature profile here can be mapped as exponential decaying similar to case 

shown in Figure 3.2 of Chapter Three. The damage thresholds for different 

wavelengths are observed to be 
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Figure 6.1: Absorption spectrum of alumina from IR ellipsometer 
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Figure 6.2: Ablation curves in alumina material in IR band 
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(a)Surface topology in alumina atfluence5.5JIcm 2 showing melt1damage threshold 

(b) Surface topology at ablation thresholdfluence of 8.5 i1cm 2 in Alumina 

comms ame IRW 
(c) Surface topology at above ablation thresholdfluence of 50 Jlcm 2 in Alumina 

Figure 6.3: Series of typical changes in surface topology in Alumina with changes in 
fluence at a wavelength of 10.6, um 
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absorption dependent, all the threshold fluences at each applied wavelength are 

presented in Table 6.1. 

(b) Fluence at ablation threshold (F = Fth) - Section H: 

The threshold for ablation is observed when the melt depth increases and the fluence 

is high enough to displace the melt out of the holes. The heat conduction is still one- 
dimensional at this fluence range. The threshold fluence for ablation for each selected 

wavelength is presented in Table 6.1. It is observed that this value also corresponds to 

the melt threshold as a function of absorption coefficient. It is clearly visible from the 

data table that the wavelength 10.6pm has the lowest threshold fluence, for ablation 

and the values are seen to be increasing with decreasing wavelengths. 

(c) Fluence above threshold of ablation (F>Fth) - Section III: 

The initial observation of surface modification in alumina at each wavelength is 

discussed as follows: 

At 9.2 pm, the melt threshold fluence is 22J/cm2 and the ablation threshold at 24 

J/cm2. With increase in pulse widths from 40 - 100 ps, the depth increases to only 
2-5 gm. The rate of ablation is consistently slowý though the HAZ increases 
from 18 - 28 pm, which demonstrates that the heat conduction is two - 
dimensional, conducting the heat radially in the surface. 
At 9.6 pm the melt threshold fluence is 18 J/cm2 and the ablation threshold is 21 
J/cm2. The HAZ increases from 17 - 23 ýtrn with increase in pulse widths from 40 

- 100 ps. Depth of holes is increased from I pm to 6pm. Again the rate of 
ablation is very slow and the heat conduction is two dimensional at this fluence 

range. 

At 10.2 gm, the melting threshold fluence is 10 J/cm. 2 and the ablation threshold is 
15 J/cm2. HAZ increases from 11 - 22 gm with increasing pulse widths 30 - 100 

ps. The depth of the hole increases from 1.5 pra at 30 ps pulse widths to 8 pm at 
100 ps pulse widths. The rate of ablation is marginally increased with this 

wavelength. 

0 At 10.6 pra the melt threshold fluence is 5.5 J/cm2. The ablation threshold is 8.5 
J/cm2. The heat affected zone is observed to be pretty constant between 14 - 19 
gm, though the depth increases linearly till 15 gm at 100 [is. 
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Table 6.1: Thresholdfluences at wavelengths in alumina 
Wavelength (pm) Melt Tbreshold Fluence Tlueshold 

(jlcm 2) Fluence (J/cm2) 

1 10.6 5.5 8.5 
2 10.2 10 15 
3 9.6 18 21 
4 9.2 22 24 

6.4.1 Ablation Curves ofAlumina 
The ablation curves of alumina illustrated in Figure 6.2 shows that the ablation rate in 

the fluence range studied varies from I micron/pulse to a more than 10 microns per 

pulse. There is a wide range of laser fluences (about two orders of magnitude) where 
for all applied pulse widths and wavelengths, the ablation rate rises fairly slowly but 

consistently. However, at fluencc (E< 10 J/crn2) the ablation rates become morc 
sensitive to the irradiation conditions. 

At 10.6pm, the ablation rate linearly increases with increasing fluence. This 

wavelength has the lowest melt threshold and hence uses lowest threshold fluence to 

ablate the material. The ablation rate is constant at I pm/shot; however the ablation 
slows down between pulse widths 50 - 80ps but increases again at higher pulse 
durations. The value of hole depth measured does have standard deviation associated 

with it to take the measurement errors in to account. The ablation rate is dependent on 
two mechanisms here, liquid phase expulsion due to recoil pressure and the 
vaporisation due to higher fluence and longer pulse durations. Comparing the spectral 
absorptivity of this wavelength, there is a strong agreement. This is highest absorbed 
hence corresponds to lower fluence being required to melt and ablate the material. 
Wavelength 10.2 pra is observed to have a relatively low threshold but somewhat 
higher than at 10.6pm. This again is in good agreement expectations from the 
absorption spectrum of the material. The ablation rate is constant with increasing 
fluence and the curve is smooth. 
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Wavelengths 9.6 and 9.2gm exhibit very similar behaviour. These wavelengths do not 

exhibit a remarkable difference in ablation threshold fluence. However, comparing the 

spectral absorptivity in Figure 6.1, there exists a high absorption peak at 9.6pm 

equivalent to wavelengths in I Opm band, though it does not correspond to the ablation 

curves. It is not clearly understood the reason for low absorption of the wavelength 
but it could be hypothesised that there is a deviation of 9prn band in higher absorption 

region due to change in temperature during phase change. 

6.4.2 Comparison of ablation and absorption curves 
In summary, a comparison of the absorption and ablation curves of alumina provides 
following information: 

I Pulses at a wavelength 10.6ýtrn have the highest absorption and hence a strong 

coupling to the material. The fluence requirement to damage the surface and to 
nu . blate the material is low, which is in good agreement with high absorption 

coefficient. 

2 Pulses at a wavelength of 10.2prn exhibits constant ablation rate in alumina. The 

absorption coefficient is less than 10.6pm, higber fluences are required to 
damage and ablate the material surface 

3 Pulses at wavelengths of 9.6 and 9.2gm require higher fluences to damage the 

surface and do not display a significant difference in ablation rates even though 
9.6pm has a high absorption peak. 

4 10.6pm emerges as the choice of wavelength for machining the material. This is 

also used frequently to ablate the material in industrial applications. 

5 Cracks are observed in the condensed melt layer due to the stress built up in the 

material due to cooling of the melt. 

6.5 Ablation mechanism and surface modifications in Alumina 
There are three mechanisms of material removal observed in ablation of alumina at 
different phases. These mechanisms are as follows: 
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I At threshold fluences for each wavelength, the heat conducts linearly in to the 

surface and the depth of heat penetration is equivalent to melt pool created. 

2 At increasing fluence, the melt depth increases. The increase in irradiance at 

the surface increases the surface tension or lower viscosity of the melt pool 

which consequently spatters the melt out of the holes. The melt than cools off 

and resolidifies as recast material outside the holes. It is understood that the 

cause of material removal at ablation threshold is recoil pressure and surface 
tension 

3 At higher fluence, the peripheral spread of material around the hole after 

ablation suggests an explosive mechanism. According to Moorhouse et al 

[6.11 ], the plasma ignites at the irradiance level I _I OMWCnf2. The highest 

irradiance is 0.9 MWcmý in the present experiments which is close to the 

range reported. This might induce a plasma plume at higher fluences hence 

affecting the ablation rate; however investigations using a fast camera have 

not been carried out to confirm if there is the occurrence of an incandescent 

glow indicating the Presence of a plume or plasma. 

4 Due to high values of latent heat of fusion and vaporisation for alumina, the 

material is removed in the molten state during laser drilling at the fluences 

used in the experiments [6.5-6.10]. The absorbed energy melts the material 

and heats it to the vaporisation temperature but there is a significant time 
delay whilst the thermal wave propagates into the material and evaporation 

occurs from the liquid material. Secondary effects include a heat-affected 

zone, a recast layer, micro cracks and surface damage caused by shockwaves 
and debris from ejected material. The result of high rate of ablation is hence 

consequently associated with surface tension and vaporization at this range of 
fluence in the material. The material removal in the experiments is summed 
up in Figure 6.4. 

5 Effects caused by the temperature increase inside the sample become 

significant and hence, one obtains a transition to a strong ablation phase with 
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violent explosive thermal effect. The volumetric heating of alumina is 

explained with higher optical penetration length to heat diffusion length. 

Heat diffusion length at pulse duration 30ps for wavelength 9.2 is calculated 

to be 0.47 x 10-6 (m) which is slightly smaller than the optical penetration 

depth 0.52 x 10-6 (m). The absorption coefficient is calculated to be 1.8 x. 1 04 

(cm-) at 9.2prn wavelength. The basic ablation mechanism responsible at 

higher fluences is summed up as a coulomb explosion followed by additional 

material removal due to shock wave expansion and thermal process. It is also 

important to mention that above the threshold fluence, the alumina melt 

undergoes superheating that boils the thin layer of melt. This likely explains 

the bubbles that are observed in the cooled off melt on the surface of alumina. 
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Figure 6.4.: Mechanism ofablation phenomenon and in Alumina in the operational 

regime. 
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6 If the fluence is further increased by applying even longer pulses, beyond the 

range applied in the experiments, the vaporised material is expected to form a 
hot plume from the leading edge of the pulse and this plume is sustained during 

the rest of the pulse. Due to the plasma shielding effect (the plume absorbs and 
defocuses the pulse energy) a higher fluence or irradiance for deeper penetration 
is required. Moorhouse et al [6.11] report studies, where high-speed 

videography combined with microscopic analysis confirm the onset of plasma 

and screening in ablation of alumina 

6.6 Drilling of LTCCs (DuPont and Ferro) 

The experimental investigations reported in this chapter are conducted on 

commercially available LTCC as follows: 

(1) DuPont LTCC of thickness 0.547mm of blue colour 
(2) Ferro LTCC substrate of thickness 0.765mm of characteristic white colour. 

Information on the dopants used in the material during manufacturing that gives the 
LTCC samples their characteristic colour was unavailable. 

(a) Fluence under and at threshold of ablation (F; ->Fth): 
As with alumina, it is observed that LTCC also exhibits two thresholds: a damage 

threshold and an ablation threshold. The melt threshold and the ablation threshold 
fluence data for LTCC - blue DuPont is presented in Table 6.2 and for LTCC - White 

Ferro in Table 6.3. There is no remarkable disparity observed in the melt and ablation 
thresholds in both the LTCC samples. The surface change in both the samples is also 
fairly similar at this fluence range. The melt threshold creates a melt pool that 

resolidifies, and at the ablation threshold the melt is seen scattered out of holes as is 

observed in alumina, though, it is important to note that the fluence range needed to 

mark the LTCC surface is much lower than that required to damage the surface of 
alumina. Figure 6.5 (a) and (b) demonstrate the changes in surface in LTCC - Blue 
DuPont at wavelength 10.6pm. 
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(b) Fluence above threshold (F>Fth) in LTCC - Blue DuPont: 

The ablation curves in LTCC Blue - DuPont is shown in Figure 6.6. The observations 

at each wavelength are as follows: 

At 9.2 gm, the melt threshold fluence is >3.5 J/cm2 and the ablation threshold 

fluence is >3.5 J/cm2. With an increase in pulse widths from 40 - 100 ps, the 

crater depth increases only from 4-8 pm 

At 9.6 pm the melt threshold fluence is 7 J/crn2 and ablation threshold fluence 

is II J/cm2. The depth of holes increases from 2- 14 pm with increase in 

pulse widths from 40 - 100 ps. 

0 At 10.2 pm, the melting threshold fluence is 3.5J/cm2 and ablation threshold 

fluence is 6J/cm2. The depth of the hole increases from 5 pm at 20 ps pulse 

widths to 14 pm at 100 ps pulse widths. 
At 10.6 gra the melt threshold exists at 3.5J/cm2. The fluence threshold exists at 5 

J/cm2. The increase in depth of hole is observed to be pretty constant between 4- 16 

pra, though increasing linearly with pulse widths 20 -I 00ps. 

Table 6.2: Thresholdfluences at wavelengths in LTCC - Blue DuPont 

Wavelength (pm) Melt Threshold Fluence Ablation Threshold 
(j/CM2) Fluence (J/cm2) 

1 10.6 3.5 5 
2 

10.2 3.5 6 
3 

- 
9.6 7 11 

4 9.2 >3.5 >3.5 

Table 6.3: Thresholdfluences at wavelengths in LTCC-Ferro 

Wavelength (pm) Melt Threshold Fluence Ablation Threshold 

(J/CmI) Fluencc (J/cm2) 
1 

10.6 3 4 
2 

10.2 3.5 6 
3 

- 
9.6 3.5 6 

9.2... >3.5 >3.5 
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(a) Surface topology at melt1damage threshold in LTCC - DuPont (Blue) 

Ern 
(b) Surface topology at ablation thresholdfluence 

on 

(c) Surface topology atfluence above threshold 

Figure 6-5: Typical surface changes at below ablation threshold, at threshold and 
above threshold in LTCC - DuPont at wavelength of 10.6 pm. 
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(c) Fluence above threshold (F>Fth) for LTCC White Ferro: 

The machining curves in LTCC White Ferro are shown in Figure 6.7. The 

observations at each wavelength are presented as follows: 

At 9.2 pm, the melt threshold fluence is >3.5J/cm2 and ablation threshold 

fluence is >3.5 J/cm2. With increase in pulse widths from 40 - 100 ps, the 

depth increases only from 4-8 gm. 

At 9.6 gm the melt threshold fluence, is 3.5 J/crn2 and ablation threshold 

fluence is 6 J/cm2. The depth of holes increases from 2- 14 gm with increase 

in pulse widths from 40 - 100 ps. 

At 10.2 pm, the melt threshold fluence is 3.5j/cm2 and ablation threshold 

fluence 6J/cm2. The depth of the hole increases from 5 pm at 20 ps pulse 

widths to 14 jim at 100 gs pulse widths. 
At 10.6 gra the melt threshold fluence is 3 J/cm2- The ablation threshold 

fluence is 4 J/crn2. The increase in depth of hole with increasing fluence is 

observed to be pretty constant between 4- 16 gm, though increasing linearly 

with pulse widths 20 - 100gs. Figure 6.8 illustrates a typical hole ablated in 

LTCC White Ferro, at a wavelength of 10.6gm and fluence 46 J/cm2. 

6.7 Ablation mechanism and surface modifications in LTCCs 

As with alumina the material removal mechanisms observed in LTCC also exhibits 
three mechanisms of material removal, as follows: 

I At the damage threshold, the depth of heat penetration is calculated to be 

equivalent to the depth of the melt pool created. 

2 At threshold fluence for ablation, the melt increases, due to a rise in the surface 
tension which causes spatter of the melt out of the holes. With increase fluence, 

the heat conduction extends radially causing HAZ, which is equivalent to depth 

of penetration. The melt than cools off and resolidifies as recast material outside 
the holes, creating a large rim at the edge of the holes. This is observed at all 
wavelengths in the fluence regime studied. 
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Figure 6.7: Ablation curves in LTCC (Ferro) 

Figure 6.8: Typical ablated hole in LTCC Ferro - white. Example at wavelength 
10.6jum atfluence 46 J/cm 2 
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3 The distinctive character in LTCC is the observation of an incandescent glow 
during irradiation. An examination of the surfaces of both the LTCCs sample at a 
fluence range higher than the ablation threshold shows that there is melt and 

explosion during hole drilling. The surface topology of processed LTCC shows 
that significant lateral motion of liquid occurs during ablation. This flow is due to 

pressure gradients in the radial direction created by the plume pressure 
distribution above the target. Melt ejection driven by the expanding vapour leads 

to fluid flow predominantly in a direction perpendicular to the surface. The fact 

that resolidified material around the processed spot and particle ejection occur in 

the same fluence range suggests a common origin for both lateral and upwards 
fluid flow [6.12-6.15]. 

4 The main characteristic visible is the range of energy densities between the 

thresholds and laser surface ablation (several units of J/cm2) where the ablation 
process started on the sample surface, goes deeper into the bulk and then stops 
after reaching some critical depth. Though an investigation using the fast camera 
or shadowgraphy was not carried out to confinn the presence of the plasma 
plume, an analysis of the depth of holes at increasing fiuence suggest a 
pronounced shielding effect [6.16-6.20]. The explanation could be that the 

plasma plume arises during the ablation process causing a noticeable losses of 
incident laser pulse energy. When going from lower to higher pulse lengths, 
increasing laser power density the laser radiation shielding by the plasma plume 
is enhanced. The substantial heating of laser induced plasma filling a deep crater 
could result in noticeable ablation of crater walls. 

6.8 Morphology of ablated holes 
For LTCC, the laser formation of holes is very similar to the behaviour observed for 

alumina, but as mentioned in the previous section, a peculiar feature of deep 

channels/cave at the bottom of holes is observed, as is illustrated in Figure 6.10. This 
feature is observed to be wavelength dependent and is frequently observed at 9.29m at 
fluences higher than the ablation threshold. As mentioned in the previous section the 
material ablates with an explosive mechanism and an incandescent plume is observed. 
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It is hypothesised that these deep channels at the bottom of holes is caused due to 

constructive interference of the laser beam. 

Raised rim 
Surface of substrate 

Ablated hole 

Deep channel at the bottom of hole 

Figure 6.10: Formation ofcaves or deep channels in the centre ofholes caused due to 
plume and explosive ablation in LTCCs. 

In the region surrounding the processed area in samples of alumina and LTCC that are 

treated with fluences above threshold, spherical particles with diameters in the range 

0.5 -8 pm and a continuous film of material is observed. Furthermore the processed 

spot is surrounded by resolidified material as is visible in Figure 6.8 for a typical 

crater in LTCC white Ferro formed with the spot size of 90ýtm at fluence 46J/cm 2. 

The film is formed by an aggregation of particles a few tens of nanometre in diameter 

(debris) and debris is observed for entire range of fluences. The debris accumulates on 

a relatively large area around the laser-processed spot. The radial extension of that 

area increases with increasing fluence for all wavelengths studied. Clusters may also 
form by condensation of species emitted from the target in the ablation plume, and 
increasing species density and vapour pressure favour this condensation. The radial 

extension of debris relates to lateral extension of the incandescent plume, which may 
indicate that debris is formed by the collisions of ultra fine particles in the plume. 

It is interesting to mention that if the LTCCs are ablated in the green state, the 

ablation phenomenon is very different from the mechanism seen in co - fired 

ceramics. As is mentioned in Chapter 2, a green state of LTCC consists of alumina 
and glass frit particles which is held together by an organic binder. The organic binder 
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acts as lower viscosity controller prior to sintering of green state LTCC. Therefore, 

the ablation mechanism in green state LTCC demonstrates a characteristic effect of 
the organic binder. Nowak et al [6.61 report a 'cold' ablation mechanism for green 

state LTCC with C02 laser. The cold ablation is so called because there is no 
incandescence observed at the ablation site. Additionally, there are no thermal effects 
like HAZ observed at the ablation site, whereas, in co-fired ceramics, the HAZ is 

observed with increasing fluence. 

6.9 Summary and Conclusions 

Interesting observations of ablation mechanism and ablation curves as a function of 

peak wavelengths emitted by C02 laser are presented in this chapter. These sets of 

experiments and hence the observations are reported for the first time. The absorption 

spectra of ceramics provide the basic criteria to choose the wavelengths that are 
highly absorbed to machine the substrates. The mechanism of ablation is discussed 

for each material as is observed with an increase in fluence. The morphology of holes 

also changes with fluence hence affecting the quality of the drilled holes. The material 
is removed effectively in the molten state in alumina and LTCC. The radial extension 

of scattered debris at higher fluences suggests the lateral movement of an 
incandescent plume. Though all the substrates are ceramics and the exact 
composition of the LTCCs are unknown, the ablation experiments allow the following 
interesting comparisons: 

I Pulses at 9.2pm require the lowest fluence to damage and ablate the material in 
both the LTCC samples. However, in both the cases, less material is ablated at 
higher fluences. The threshold fluences for ablation for wavelengths 9.6,10.2, 
10.6gm lie between the fluence 3.6 - 7.2 J/cm2. These wavelengths show 
similar ablation behaviour in both the LTCCs. 

2 In general, the wavelengths have high ablation rates in LTCC - white as 
compared to LTCC-blue. 

3 10.6pm is the most strongly absorbed wavelength in LTCC - White. 
4 10.2pm is the most strongly absorbed wavelength in LTCC - blue. 
5 9.6pm exhibits the same ablation rate in both the LTCCs. 
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Now comparing the ablation curves of LTCCs with Alumina, suggest the following 

conclusions: 
1 10.6 is the wavelength most strongly absorbed in alumina and LTCC- white 

but is not the case with LTCC blue where the wavelength 10.2pm is high 

absorbed that suggests that the doping of material in LTCC blue produces a 
different spectral absorptivity. 

2 10.2 and 9.6pm in general have similar ablation behaviour in all the three 

materials. 
3 9.2pm is least absorbed wavelength in all the three materials. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions and Future Work 

7.1 Introduction 

The principal objective of this research has been to investigate the wavelength 
dependence of the ablation characteristics of selected commercially-available 
dielectric substrate materials which are frequently used for PCBs and other 

applications in the electronics industry. Two categories of substrates have been 

studied, namely those based on organic and ceramic materials with the overall aim of 

generating the data necessary to optimise the laser machining (drilling)efficiency of 

vias and other structures in these materials. In the following section a summary of the 

main achievements and conclusions of the work are presented, followed by an outline 

of proposed future work designed to take the subject further forward. 

7.2 Principal achievements and conclusions of the work 
7. ZI New laser hardware development 

The main experimental investigation demanded the need of a versatile laser material 

processing work station that incorporated a laser source which provided both tuneable 

wavelengths and range of easily-selectable fluence values to enable the appropriate 
beam parameters to be selected. Since no commercial laser system with the required 
performance features was available, it was necessary to develop an in-house lascr 

source for the experiments. The requirement was to produce adequate pulse peak 
power to enable a systematic investigation of ablation characteristics of the chosen 
materials over the full range of wavelengths available from the carbon dioxide laser in 
the 9-11 pm region. 
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To fill the gap a versatile C02 laser machining system was designed and constructed 
based on the utilisation of a novel laser source design operating in a MOPA 

configuration using a multipass planar waveguide power amplifier, excited by a 

transverse RF discharge. This laser system involved the use of a line-tuneable C02 

laser master oscillator operating in a cw mode which was used to inject a selected 

wavelength beam into a five-pass planar waveguide laser power amplifier. To attain 

adequate peak power at the output of the amplifier for the ablation experiments, it was 

necessary to operate the discharge in the so-called 'enhanced peak power' (or ultra- 

super-pulse - USP) mode of operation. In this mode the RF-excited amplifier gain 

was such that the amplifier was capable of generating peak power values which are 
four to five times the peak power values of conventional RF excited slab laser gain 

media. An acousto-optic modulator was placed in the optical beam train between the 

master oscillator and the power amplifier to provide digital control of the pulse 

amplitude and pulse duration at the input to the amplifier. The overall system was 

thereby capable of being tuned over 40 spectral lines in the 9-11 Pin region, with 

pulses in the range 5-100ps and delivered values of fluence as large as 50 J/cm2. 

This MOPA system is novel and may be useful (when suitably scaled up) for other 

applications - such as in lasers for EUV generation [7.1 ]. 

The system enabled wavelength dependent studies of the ablation characteristics 
(including the ablation threshold) to be carried out in a systematic manner for a range 

of important substrate materials to produce data which may be described as a kind of 
"ablation spectroscopy". The ablation spectrum was compared to the absorption 

spectrum and the conclusions have been derived as outlined below. It is believed that 

this data is perhaps the first to be reported over a broad range of laser parameters 
(wavelength and pulse duration) for this range of organic and ceramic dielectric 

materials. 

7. Z2 Principal conclusions of research - ablation results 
The principal outcomes of this work, which are significant to the knowledge base in 
laser ablation machining are summarised as follows: 
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1) In summary, the experimental investigations made advances over previously 

published work in providing data on the optimum wavelengths for efficient 

machining of the specified materials. This information is obtained by plotting 

ablation curves as a function of (selected) fluence and wavelength. 

2) The Ellipsometry measurement technique was explored in an effort to collect 

the data on absorption of wavelengths for the selected materials, in 9-10pm IR 

spectral region. The aim was to select those wavelengths (from the > 40 lines 

available) that had high absorption in the room temperature absorption 

spectrum, collected from ellipsometer data. However, in practice, the room 
temperature absorption spectrum did not prove to be a good guide in assessing 
the optimum wavelength for machining the material. For example, in 

materials such as resin, Arlon and FR4, the absorption spectrum failed to 

demonstrate the absorption peak in the selected IR spectral range. Whereas, 

the ablation spectrum in each material and in all the materials in general, not 

only determined the optimum wavelength of machining but also provided the 
information on the requirement of fluence by the wavelength for attaining 

machining threshold and the fluence required to drill a crater of 30pra depth. 

3) For Kapton, the fluence at the ablation threshold was observed to be between I 
J/cm2 - IOJ/cm2 depending on wavelength. In general, the wavelengths 
selected in I Ogm emission band required less fluence for material removal as 

compared to the wavelengths selected in 9pm emission band. This agrees well 

with the room temperature absorption spectrum of Kapton where the high 

absorption peak is observed in lOgm band. Wavelength 10.24pm clearly 
emerged as a choice of wavelength for machining the material however, all the 

wavelengths including wavelength 10.24gm did not machine clean holes in the 

material. It may be concluded that Kapton has less spectral absorptivity in IR 

region (than other polymer materials) and hence IR wavelengths may not be 

suitable for machining the material. 

4) The experimental results in proprietary resin from resin coated copper suggest 
high absorption of wavelength 9.55pm and have emerged as the choice of 
wavelength to drill resin. On comparing the ablation spectrum of the material 
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to the absorption spectrum, it was clear that the absorption spectrum failed to 
determine high absorbed peak in the selected IR region. Interestingly, the 

mechanism of material removal in resin is observed similar to silica [7.2], 

where at certain machining conditions the material is removed from the holes 

by melt ejection, which formed fibres that are rooted in the holes. 

5) In the dielectric material Arlon, the ablation experiments showed high 

absorption efficiency at wavelengths of 9.27pm and 10.301im wavelengths. 
10.30pm requires less fluence to attain ablation threshold (4J/cm2 as compared 
to 6J/cm 2 at 9.271im). However, 9.27pm has clear advantage in removing 

more material at higher fluences. In conclusion, wavelength 9.27pm is 

selected the optimum wavelength for machining Arlon. 

6) In FR4, the wavelength 10.59[im required less fluence for ablation threshold 

and removes more material at higher fluences as compared to other 

wavelengths selected in 9pm and 10pni emission region. The room 
temperature absorption spectrum of the material fails to detect any high 

absorption peak in the selected IR range. FR4 presented laser machining 
challenges for several reasons. First, the material is highly heterogeneous. 

Second, the disparity in fluence required to ablate the resin and glass. The 

goal was to address the disparity in vaporisation temperature between the glass 
fibers and the epoxy resin by delivering the energy very rapidly to the target 

material. Hence the optimum machining conditions are observed to be at 
fluences 7- 57 J/crn2 at 9.27 gm, 9.30 pni and 10.59pm but with higher pulse 

energy and small pulse widths which may avoid the 'wicking' problem 
encountered in industrial machining. 

7) For alumina, it is experimentally determined that the wavelength 10.6pm has 

the advantage over the other wavelengths by using less fluence to attain 
ablation threshold and in removing more material at high fluences. This 

observation agrees well with room temperature absorption spectrum of the 

material. 
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8) The experimental investigations in LTCC samples from DuPont Inc and Ferro 

Inc suggest high spectral absorption in the 10[im region. In LTCC DuPont, 

wavelength 10.20pm is experimentally the optimum wavelength for efficient 

material removal and in LTCC Ferro 10.6pm has been experimentally 
determined as the optimum wavelength for efficient material removal. 

9) Out of all the experiments done on the selected materials it is concluded that: 

the wavelength that requires least fluence in achieving threshold of ablation 

may not necessarily have high rate of material ablation at higher fluences. The 

absorption characteristic of the material may change at high temperature; 

therefore, the material that removes more material at high fluences is the 

optimum wavelength for machining the material. 

7.3 Proposals for future work 
Based on the observations during the experiments and from the conclusions, 
following proposals are made for future work. 

In the present research, the energy per pulse is varied by varying the 
duration of the pulse. The effect of the pulse duration is not clearly 
understood from the experiments due to simultaneous change in fluence. 
Therefore, it is suggested that the investigations may be carried out by 

varying energy per pulse with the variation of peak power. This allows 

smaller interaction time of laser with the material hence, low heat escape 
losses during ablation. In principle, this will allow to investigate fluence 

variation impact without the effect of pulse duration impact. 

2) C02 laser amplifiers are also being considered as a potential technology for 

creating trains of sub-microsecond pulses (e. g. 30-100ns) at multi-kilowatt 
average power levels for applications in EUV source generation [7.1], and 
for high speed enviromnentally friendly paint stripping of the exterior of 
aircraft and other high value structures [7.3]. The MOPA configuration is 

probably the only feasible architecture for the generation of such beams, 

and the planar waveguide architecture offers unique combination of high 

power density gain media, high pressure and high average power 

L 
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capability and a planar folding geometry producing high beam quality. 
There is also the very real practical advantage that proven, reliable 

commercial planar waveguide laser oscillator technology is now well 

established as the basis for adaptation for use in a MOPA chain. 

3) In Kapton, the quality of drilled holes is unacceptable industrially 

especially in high production of microvias in the material. The material 

requires post cleaning of holes to clear the debris from and around the 
holes. This adds to the post processing time and affects the economy of 
the rate of production of holes in the material. It is suggested that the 

spectral absorptivity of the material may be recorded in UV region to 

compare with the absorption of material in IR. The experiments can be 

performed similarly to find the optimum wavelength in UV spectral 

region. 

4) Industrially, RCC is drilled with the copper layer intact on the resin layer. 
However, the investigation made here was to determine the wavelength 
dependent ablation characteristics in proprietary resin of RCC. The 

copper layer was etched off to expose the resin layer. It is suggested that 
the wavelength dependent experiments can be performed on RCC (with 

copper layer intact) to determine the optimum machining conditions in 
drilling both the metal and dielectric. 

5) For industrial application, the LTCC machining is usually carried out in 
its 'green state'. Hence, it is suggested that the similar experiments with 
varying wavelengths and fluence may be carried out in the green state to 
determine the optimum wavelength and fluence conditions for efficient 
machining of the material. A precursor experiment has been carried out 
by the group, which reports interesting mechanism of material removal at 
10.6pm [7.4]. The green state material is reported to ablate without 

melting and no HAZ is observed. The ablation process is termed as 'cold 
ablation'. The organic binder is removed due to explosive ablation of 
alumina grains. A further experimental investigation over wide range of 
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IR wavelengths and fluence, can determine the less absorbed wavelengths 
by organic binder hence resulting in cleaner ablation mechanism. 

6) The experimental investigation in fired LTCC substrates showed the 

presence of the so-called 'plasma plume'. It is suggested to use the 

techniques such as high speed videography along with the microscopic 

analysis of the samples to aid in understanding the screening effect of the 
4plasma plume' during the machining of the material. The optimum 

machining conditions can be experimentally detected to avoid the 

generation and hence affect from the plasma plume. 

7) The high melting point and latent heat of melting of alumina and LTCCs 

result in most of the material being removed in its molten form, which 

results in a considerable amount of spatter and re-deposited material. The 
laser machining system can be easily re-configured to respond rapidly to 

changes in pulsed RF-drive which can be exploited to generate a range of 
custom laser pulse shapes. The experiments can be performed with 
varying shapes of pulses for example flat top pulse which may effectively 
clear melt debris from the drilled holes. 

8) The high peak power of the USP laser can also be utilised to drill many 
PCB boards simultaneously by splitting the beam into multiple beams. 
Due to the high absorption of organic dielectric materials, low peak power 
(- I OOW) is sufficient to drill holes. Hence, a USP laser with peak power 
of kilowatts (-5KW) can be split in up to -40 beams to drill dielectric 
layers. 

9) The high peak power of the USP laser can be utilised to drill many PCB 
boards that are reflective and highly conductive materials, such as metals. 
Though the metals reflect IR wavelengths, a high absorbing coating could 
be applied on the metal surfaces 'to reduce' reflection. 
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